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SPORTS: Wildcats Stay Alive In SEC Tourney Hunt
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Drug roundup
nets several
arrests Friday
Staff Fillp011
1, three-MS* Ins
Mimeo ososid Imo
age's. IC•,ulmtnased Friday auI
11~111111116areism
It/ nabs'duals Iron Norm on ellatipi MON
WM.= so anackag a crack cocain"
According to edemas from the uh_imar Sofibte Dopausaat sad
Kentucky Sous Mee Pao nor illeglidd. alms ism UP
MN).Calmar Cossay Ihseilro Dopsisio.Psomplia Nemelies
task Fame sal Many Sit Was* Poise sit mos *6 Las to
d Calsway Canty NM
arrest 20 imisidwi his the
no are isipd with swims*mg drips.
According isisIMPaim.they Wads*
•Gary Sias.42.
.adliddiss is asoallod aboosses. so
.1st ipso kicsimet
degree. pentium Mow
ammosibi
•TYrotie Williams. 23. Iliarray:
stance. lit 111
Koceisel.
•bons %Wham 29. Murray: miftickanga controlled subgame. 1st*pee IcocaltieL
•Dtaill Scott. 31. Murray. two comas of trafficking in con
trolled Olibilliesce. tat degree icocame;
•Clovis Lee Ray. 46. Murray. traffidtins is command substance. In dames
•Lintel Kemdall 39. Murray. tralBeltisg a compoist nib*tam.e. I st dopse.
•Troy Kalb Foster, VC Murray; two counts of uselekies in
controlled substance. 1st degree
Also arrested on charges. aciordieg to a release true Muria\
Police. were
•Rotweseh Allen. no see listed. Murray. trafficking in ion
trolled substance. 2nd degree ileitis).
•Linda Hyte. no age. no address; two cosmos of trafficking in
.ontrolled substance. 1st degree

kitCHAEL DAPir•Vt.ociasr a Toys Photo
FAST TINES: Calloway County and St. Mary run the court at the Aeqoria pa E vents Center Friday during semifinal action of the First Region Toumsanent The Lakers needed overtime to knock oft the Third Distnct runner up Vikings
71-60 to advance to tonight's regional title game Calloway will face Graves County. a 46-37 winner ever Marshall County
in the nightcap semifinal. at 7 p.m at the RSEC For additional information on last nights action, see page 6A of today's
Ledger & Times

•See

Local Red Cross
eyes $10,000 from
HEROES campaign
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
I hr local chapter of the
Amencan Red Cross is still
feeling the effects of last
year's Gulf Coast humcane
season
To help rebuild its
resources for local relief. the
Calloway County chapter is
hoping to raise 510.000 with
it'. HEROES campaign The
fund raising campaign runs
throughout March. which is
Red Cross Month
hoping
for
Were
$10.000. People say that's a
lot of money. Yes it IN:. said
HEROES campaign chairman
Pete Lancaster. -But a lot of
the money that the Red Cross
had to use locally went to the
Gulf Coast
Calloway
Specifically.
County Red Cross Executive
Director Tory Daushrity said
the local chapter save nose
than 573.000 to New Orions
C'.acuees who wile temporarily housed at the Woodmen of
World camp AN
the
Humcane Katrim doesoyal
their city In addition. local
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residents contnbuted an additimid Nearly $16.000 for
Hunicaw Katrina relief that
was sent to the national Red
Cross effort
So far two husinesse•
Dwain Taylor Chesnilei and
('omit y
Murray -Callow
Hospital -- have been designated as sponsors w ith the
51.000 donations they each
made. Red Cross is hoping for
other corporate sponsors.
Two major fund-raisers are
planned for the first-ever
HEROES in order to help the
Red Cross continue to meet its
local disaster-related assistance, including families displaced PI) fires The emergency needs include three to
sesen days in a motel so the
family can make other II% ing
arrangements. J week's worth
of grocencs with the amount
determined by the size of the
family and a couple change,
of &Sling. To aim& these
samilards. the Red Cross
nee*a mime funds.
"Arming woe Ilia during

II See Page 2A

Today's
Forecast

50% Challa•II Moms

MHS grad recalls Iraq tour
By GREG TRAVIS
Stall Writer
1 s Marine Lance Cpl
Coleman Maddox recently
returned to Murray after a tow
of duty in Iraq A 2002 Murray
High School graduate. Maddox.
22. is the son of Dick and
Margaret Maddox. At MHS he
said he was msolved in soccer.
basketball and track
1 deo did some 'Old School
%pane seder the name 'John
Dear.'" he noted.
Maddox has been in the sen
ice for nearly tour :‘ear'. .md
when his time Is up in the tall he
hopes to pursue a degree in business at Murray State University.
"I hese I 1/2 years of service
right now. and I will he asohas
out in September At that time I
look funs.uxi to becoming a fulltime fall student at MSU.Maddox said
He said his mother ssas a
teacher at Tngg County and he
was very impressed with all the
packages that die youth sent him
in Iraq. -They Weft really good
about it: he said.
Maddox noted one of. the reasons for his military senwe was
to gt%e hack to the community..
-At that time, school was not
really an option. plus I wanted to
travel"
His first stop was Parris
Island. S.C.. tor hoot camp and
then attendance at the School ot
Infantry
"I had signed up for security
lorces so I was also sent to
school at Chesapeake. Va ." he
said
His first duty station was
Rota. Spain. where he spent nine
months training with personnel
from other countries "There
were troops from England. Italy.
German. France. Austria and
elsewhere. We had a good time
them. hut I was soon reassigned
to a 'First FAST' secunty forces

Planes inownind by
Cekswien Med=
TOUR OF DUTY: US
Marine Lance Cpl Coleman
Maddox recently returned to
Murray after a tour of duty in
Iraq Maddox is pictured
above riding in a vehicle convoy He is carrying his M-16
A4. grenade launch twopower. scope rifle At nght
Maddox pauses for a few
moments dunng a patrol
team, a group that works in anti
security terrorism
Maddox said there was plenty of alaing but be got galled
from MN bety sod seat to
Gssimoino Say. Cults. chase
he aid others were assigned the
duty of guarding the base -14c
were freeing up others going to
Iraq.- he said

II See Page 2A
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Christian activist, American
hostage found dead in Iraq
wASHrst;Tt/N (AP)-An American who was
four
11%1,
1, kidnapped lata )
ear in Iraq bar been
.a
State Driven:new spokesman amid hulas.
The FBI varibul that a body found in Iraq was that of Tom
Fox. M.of Claar Brook. A'a . spokesman Noel Clay said He
said he bed no isfornianon on the other dine hostages
(lay said he did not knoa host Fox was killed but said additional forensics a ill he done at the Ogled States. The U.S.
1-mhasss in Baghdad is investigating. he said.
his s 1.11111IS has been notified. Clay said. and -our heartfelt
(Ho((ierkes Ft, tiut 10 them." F)x's organization. Chnstian
Make( I CJIMIt. said. **WC mown the loss of Toni Fox. who
sollatilliAl a lightness of
111 firm opposition to all Oprifer...Ion. and theaciaignition of- God in eseraone."
ftstirn

•Arrests ... III HEROES
From Front

From Front

111 Cerra Rule. no age. no
address. cultisation iii 111411,1U.1
via. possession of controlled
substance. 1st degree 1 tIletillatil
phetjoI Incs I. possession tit Mal
nuatta possess100 of drug paraphernalia
• Vic Johnson. no age.
Morro trafficking in eon (rolled substance. 1+1 degree
crack
B Art Ihhaidy. no age. no
address. tao counts ol It.ithek I) Ill ManJU111.1
1B Anthony Clinton. no age.
1141 Addresi., possession of controlled substance. 1st degree
, inethamphetamines-2nd
,ittense
1B Leon Hunt. no age. no
address. trafficking in con
trolled substance. 1st degree
terack
no Age.
111 RO)
MOMA): two counts of trafficking in controlled suIssianee. is(
degree fcracI.i
An insestigatron is commu
ing and more arrests are evpect
ed. the releases stated

the HEROES campaign will
stay in Calloway County."
laaughrits said "It w ill not he
sent elsewhere It %ill he used
tor 14 Il.11 dl••••rtiet sets WC% WC
respond to any disaster in
Calloway County
Each September. the Red
('ross publishes hoss it used its
mines -those documents are
as ailahle at the Red ('toss office
in the Weak. Community
Center
The Itical chapter also
recruits and trains solunteers for
its disaster action team. That
training is tree to the solunteers
and the chapter accrues the
Lost. Plus, the hurneane season
is IllSt a couple weeks away
-WC.Ne got to get more salunteers trained and ready."
1)auglints said
One fund-raiser is the Red
('toss Fun Raiser. ahich is the
campaign's sersion of an
NiCA A bracket pool Brackets
a ill he as ailahle in the Ledger
& Times on Siondas as well as

I.

Swift.

Storms claim region woman
SLAUGHTERS.Ky. I AP)- Sebring Authunues said an
A woman downed after seams autopsy was planned. but no
106 ept
dwough
weaSerri foul play was suspected.
Kentucky late Thursday and
Ratite amps and psepewy
early Friday kas mg some roads
nee apes*asswan
flooded
and
soblit Wowion.the
State police said atithey stale. Myiamb ware at last
Varickase 46. of Madero is
partially flooded, and several
Hopkins Counts died uyinit
escape tlood saten din nos gleams were reportedly over
ibeir bans.
Ii n. ell her car partially off the
Weather
The
National
road on Kentucky 1341 war
Slaughters. Her hush" was food Service reported straight-line
Friday mom*thoosesis of a wields sigh guns up to about '70
mile from her car. stile trooper atith is waillees Kentucky. The
Bill) Sumner said.
MINIM booked out power to
Sumner said
Vancleave several thousand assentors after
pçiaren1Is was swept sway after winds took down trees and
e got out of her Chrysler power lines

• ••

at the Red Cross office and
RSEC
Lancaster said in exchange
for a $5 donation - or any.
greater MOWN - people can
contribute a bracket or even
brackets to the pot. All of the
money raised will stay with the
local chapter for disaster relief
The grand prize is a S150
Kroger card Other prizes from
local businesses also will be
ass ankd.
Completed brackets can he
turned in from Monday until II
a.m. Thursday -- lust before tip
off of the first games that day at the Regional Special Events
Center.
Meanwhile. Froggy's on-air
personalities Splash and Sweet
Pea will help the Red Cross
cause at Nick's Family Sports
Pub dunng lunch time March
17. starting at I I a.m. Splash
will shoot 1,000 baskets or boss ever many it takes until $1.0(a)
is raised while Sweet Pea will
wait on tables for ups.
"You can contribute as much
as you'd like in the form of a
donation." Lancaster said of the

campaign."We are emphasizing
that everything stays local
because it's designated for local
disaster relict"
Other upcoming fund-raisen
for Red Cross include rebate
nights at local restaurants.
Customers may tell the restaurants they are there for Red
Cross
Burgers
Backyard
(March 10). Pizza Hut 1March
Sirloin Stockade (March
In Captain D's(March 15)and
Big Apple Cafe March 221 we
donating at least 10 percent of
their receipts Likewise. Mr
Gain's is doing the same for
dinner March 14 as is Nick's on
March 16.
People can also drop their
change in disaster relief canisters at businesses throughout
town. Any tax-deductible donations can be made to Calloway
Counts American Red Cross
chapter. 607 Poplar St.. Murray.
Ks.. 12071. The chapter is
Weaks
housed
in
the
Community Center and can be
reached at 753-1421

II Maddox ...
From Front
rom there he v. C111 I4I
Jshington and was stationed
in the Puget Sound region
guarding J nuclear Nasal has,:
with the Second Battalion.
setond
Marines.
Gulf
t'iimpans
Then in Juls 2005. Sladdos
as sent to Iraq -I was shipped
out and missed my sister.s wedding by just a couple ol days- he
recalled
Serving with security
rs.ts
there. he spent a great deal of
time on painils. k;4 inducting con.
soy It) sweeps and security
'Our three main missions in
Into were pros ide sexunts for
the elections ihai acre upcoming. tram the Iraqi lorces. and
&Nona the enemy. I believe we
did a good siax of all three.- he
said.
Maddos is as ,IJI toned in
Karma. Iraq. a t,a. n east of
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"At: did a lot of different things there, but on mans
occasions we were sent out on
small sia-man 'H & K teams
'Those were hunt and kill
teams.- he said.
He said the reactions of the
general population in Iraq were
positive_
"Most of them acre either
esmanely helpful or they didn't
know a thing. A bomb could go
off in their front sard, but they
would tell you thes didn't see or
Net,. •t"‘
tflthiitg.flrhcts
ns a
glad to see us and were h,
he recalled
Madam, said he es en learned
it, speak the language MIMI.' 1
1.".111.1realls read it. but sou learn
quick's how to peak it because
need tO cOmmutucate
He said, as a member of tia
security forces. he was always
try ing to establish who was
good and who was had.
Sladd.ox said he a as in
Baghdad for seseral dass and
cit sers secure while in the ens
- Mere are a lot of forces man,meal in Baghdad. and I did feel
really seL111.1.- But out in the
eountrs e would go on lots of
search missions and find all
Loafs uf a eapons We found

Forecast
Tonight will hase an 80 per,ent chance of thunderstorms
WI low s in the upper 50.
Sunday will has,: a SO per
ent chance tit storms and highs
thi. lower 70.

Internet
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HOLIDAY OVERSEAS: U S Marine Lance Col Coleman
Maddox and his squad are pictured above spending the holiday season overseas
surface-to-au missiles, different from that
Maddox said he
types and calibers of guns. behesed it was more like buildbombs and weapons. They ing up the country "We are
would know how to use a STA helping people. kids, schools.
missile. They just knew that it roads, infrastructure and more.
was a weapon and would blow
We are doing the politically corsomething up... he said
rect things user there
Maddox said he a AS never
He said he did not think the
seriously insured. hut did United States should pull out of
receise some minor shrapnel Iraq at this time "We are trainfrom an incoming shot "A ing the Iraqi arms and rebuildsquad leader who is a friend of ing their country The police
mine lost a limb and several oth- force is not totally established
ers were hurt or injured. There and still needs more work and
were l in ms battalion who .training
!Maddox noted there are
were killed in action I personal
Is knew eight of them That was many of the %AMC problems in
rough." he said
Iraq that are in other parts of the
-I did what I had to do and I world "There are drug probin proud of what I did'
lems and unemployment But
He said the felt he media was once you get past those things.
isirtrasing the tact that the war life is similar
was being lost. hut "it w a, tar

=lily

Mrs. Bobbie Noll hoist
A graveside service for Mys. Bobbie Nell Pcmher ass tod.is
(Saturday) at 11 a.m. at the Maplewood Cemetery.. May field Res
officiated
Mikel Stitch and Rev. Fred
Byrn Funeral Hoene of May-field is in charge of arrangements
but no visitation was scheduled.
Mrs. Pember, 82, Mayfield. died Thursday. March 9. 2006. at
12:40 a.m. at Heritage Manor Healthcare. Mayfield
She was a member of Spence Chapel United Methodist Church
Her husband, James R. Pember. and one brother. Richard Smith
b°6 Preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late RtIN
Smith and Mabel Lewis Smith..
Sur.isors include two sons. Michael Pemher and wile. Truth.
Mayfield. and Stephen Pearibur and wife. Melinda. Murray. fist
grandchildren, three greatirotdcleikken

Dec

1111111111.

'
A graveside service for Billy M. Morefield was Fnilas at 11 J.111
at Rozzell Chapel Church Cemetery. Re' Ras land (Bubbas Smith
officiated. Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield was in charge of the
arrangements.
Mr. MOrefield, 70. Mayfield. died Tuesdas
March 7. 2(106. at 3 am at his home
He was a veteran of the l'nits.-d States Arms
One daughter. Sandra Kas Puckett. one sis
ter. Jewel Only. and two brother.. William and
Dared Allosellebt. all preceded him in death lie
was the son of the late Thomas Kay Morefield
and ',Anne L Owen Morefield
Sur.isors include three daughters. Mts. Pawn Gail Thurman
and Ms. Tammy Renea Morefield. hoe of WOW& sad Mrs. Liss
Paulette Belies. Englewood. Ohio: IWO 110116. Billy Taylor
Morefield, Orlando. Fla.. and Shannon Hr. Marefield. Wingo:
three sisters, Mrs. Kathryn Brazzell. Murray. Mrs Ann Bourque
Monroe. Mich., and Mrs. Jane Pasinski. Hams% ille. Mich., sis
grandchildren: one great-grandchild

Staff Report
twit-vehicle accident
insolsing a motorcycle sent
Murnis woman to the hospital
for treatment Fascias evening
According to a release from
the Callow as County Sheriff's
Office. Jessica K. Ms:Knight.
U.S. 68 East. Benton. Ky.. was
traveling west on Ky. 94 East
approximately three miles east
of Murray around 6:35 p.m. The
report stated McKnight. 20.
failed to see Melissa J. Evans.
Panther Drive, approaching on
her Harley Davidson nation's cle in the eastbound lane and
attempted to turn into the E.astN con% emence store parking lot,
cutting into Es tins' lane.
McKnight•s %chicle struck
the motorcycle. which overturned and ejected EN ans.
McKnight was uninjured and
Evans. 36. refused medical
treatment at the scene. but was
later taken by pnsatc %chicle to
Murras-C'allowas
C'ounts
Hospital for treatment of non
incapacitating injunes to her
left leg sustained in the collision
The sheriff's office was
assisted by Murray-Calloway
EMS and the Murray Fire
Department
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Your friends. Your insurance.
Home • Auto • Manufactured Home • Insurance available in city or county
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,
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In an accident Thursdas.
Murras woman was reponed1s
injured from a 155 ti'.eha le ace- I
dent at the inter-at-coon of Ks
121 North and Coldwater Road
according to a report from the
Murray Police Department
At 2:10 p.m.. Courtnes
Erwin. 20. was attempting ti,
turn left onto Coldwater and
entered the southbound lane of
traffic and was struck by J sehu
ck dnven by Jessica Seronola
22, ('ollienille. Tenn Erwin
was taken by ambulance to
MCCH for complaints of back
and neck injuries.
Another accident was report
ed by MPI) Wednesday on
North Fourth Street. At 5:1 1
p.m.. according to the report.
Van Childress. 74. of Murray.
was stopped on Fourth Street at
Bee Creek waiting tor traffic io
clear while Das id Adkins. 44
Murray was trawling north on
Fourth
The report stated
Adkins did not see the %chicle
stopped in front of him and col
lided with the rear of Childress.
truck
Childress. it was reported
was taken tr.. EMS to Murray
Calloway Counts Hospital with
a possible neck mjurs
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Vehicles. Oa.. lamer
isathar at Mum Sten University. died Thursday. Moth 9, 2006
Mewed a beisf Woes.
Her king ilW011.011111111 with awing Whiallialt begin is 19 I7 with
beejua as staff awes ininctive shift saw society in
DC. She caselood her owe admana sod obtained
harPk.b.is 1977 at the age of60from do Uslareesity of Teiss She
Murray state University. Ithedureseern Louis State
,fisalbsestem Loll= Other and Our Lady of the
.
Lake Hospital School of Noreen is San Rouge. Lo.
Site view to Iiidests. Ga.. la 1972 lo direct the Div ision of
At bar retirsina is 111111. a
fisreing %WINO
Oulat
thed was othed is her honor rod is offered
web yen to a deserving min anden. glAt continued to work hs
cawingdir Atdosinier's Cansiver Thee Oist Program I AC1'0i. the
first of its IOW it the area.
As an advocaie for the advethietheat of amnia*, she was nicog
and by the SdvdrAimml Liegidaios. a pert of the Georgia
Legielause is 1997. wring a bit that allows NUTS! Practitioners to
prat:doe he Georgia.She teas a stenbar of several other boards.
Born Oct. 23. 1915, is BM*Oa.,she was the daughter of the
lase James K. and Fannie Ptirifoy Murphy.
Survivors achade two diagiMers. Bathartilanneyer. New York
and Rams Ifironeyes Casosliest one niece. Kathleen Wheeler
Rook Afabasia. and a nephew.Ildward Wheeler, Mississippi
Athethaeigisreies will be Motley at 2 p.m. in the chapel 01
Caren McLain Penn Home, Valdosta The RCN Lance Kendns k
Will °Melee. Burial of cremams will he at a later date in Gullpon
Miss.
Visitation will he at the funeral home from I to 2 p.m. StintiJN
Expressions of sympaths may he made to ACM. Mark la 1
Gogsm, 100 North Patterson Si., Valdosta, GA tItiO2 or ti ANs
Virginia Harmeyer Scholarship. 2'8 Bealah Choral) Rd
Thomasville, GA 31757

Injury accidents reported here
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BUSINESS
Chamber plans
spring newsletter
DWI yes kumew.The Chamber
of Conan= is plannuts a spring
newsletter which
will highlight hum-riess members with
entertainment and
recreattonal ("potnmities m Murray
and throughout the
regain. This tabloid
will feature stories.
calendars and
coupons for out
as well as.

Cleambw
ant

family atusoffered locally.
For mom WormsBy Lisa
t 14in on submitting
Satterwhite
intomiation or purAssistant
chasing ahentsing
Director
space in ilias
Chamber of
tabloid planned In
Commerce
an April pouting.
contact the
Chamber at 753-5171
Indoot
ties

Gales I Around Teem
•1HSA Regionals. West KY Expo
t enter. Today.9 a.m.. free admcssion.
•Red Cross Community First Aid
and Saki) Clay.. MC(' Public Library.
Toda).
-4p
•Prayer in the Park, inery Sat
beginning Today. Park Amphitheater.
12- 1p in call h06 57 1-1 ;91 tor
more into
•Boys Regional Basketball finals,
RSEC. Tonight. 7 p m
• HER(WS Camp.ugn tor the
Xneericali Red Cross. rebate nights.
Mar 12 Plita Hut. Mar. 13- Sirloin
Stockade. Mar 14 - Mr. Gatti's. Mat.
15 - Captain Ws. Mar. 16 - Nick's.
Mar 22 - Big Apple. Be sure to tell
restaurants you are there for the Red
Cross
• Visual Es idence Exhibition".
Murray Art Guild Reception. 103 Si
hill St.. Mar. 12.2 - 1 p.m.. exhihit
open though Apr. 17. Tuesdays.
Wednesday, Fridays. 10 am. - p.m.
•thsj Rene Fleming on WKMS FM.91 3. Slar 13, I I a.m. - 1 p.m
•Rural laying. What's It All
About'. Pasture Management.
Marshall Co Extension Office. Mar
11. t.
p

•Girls Remould Basketball
Semifinals and Finals. RSEC. Mar. 13
& 14.
•Ladysmith Black Manahan).
Carson Four Rivers An Center.
Paducah. Mar. 17, 7:30 p.m.
•Paducah Int'l Raceway. Play
Day. Mar 17. practice 7 -10 p m.
•AQHA Hone Show. West K
ITxpo Center. Mar. 18 & 19. 9 am
•Red Cross CPR/FA Insins.tor
Trainer Count. George Weak,
Conference Room.607 Poplar. Mai
20 • 24. call 733-1421 for snore um
•Rural Living - What's It All
About?. Rural Livia". Marshall Co.
Extension Office. Mar. 20. 6:30'8
p.m
II STOMP Carson Four Risers Art
Center. Paducah. Mar. 21 - 22. 7 30
p in
UM SATTERwHITIA;liaimbar pesos
•Wee Runs Children's
ROLLA'S PLACE: Rolla and Bnen Stapler are happy to introduce Rolla's Place The Wholesome Cale Lasiled
onsigimient Public Sale, RSEt . M.0
in the Soulheide Shopping Center RoNa's offers a healthy menu friendly service delivery and Jazz music an
21 Tuesday niuhts
liked Cross Lifeguard Training.
to Relay for Life Fish
erations of residents imam Wane)
•Ceito
Se...ital II. MS(' Can Health Pool.
Dieser. Palestine t nited Methodist
Weleieeke New Chamber
hisioris places that are still
2.1 1pr 2. 6 - 9 p.m.. call 753174Apt
call
Illembers
Church.
tot
the ...immunity in that they have
7
p
m
.
moninfo.
1421 tor
been or c.ui be adapted to continue to
0122 for tickets
•Ag.. - 1ttis nonprofit thrift
•Make A Difference Day. Stewart
Puts (line. Badgeti
shop. Pat Osborn. ni.inapet. 972
he functional tor an income producing
111 Always
Stadium. Mar. 25. 9 a.m. - 1 p m
Playhouse.(arand Riser.. through Apr
purpose The first. second and thud
Chestnut St . Muria\ 762 0505
•Horse and Mule Pull, West Kl
14. call I -888-162-4221 tor more info
place essays from the categories
•Jasmine Itcstauraill. 111.0 &
Expo Center. Mat. 25. II ii.n1 mule
•"Here is Lose Dis toe Laster
Asian Cuisine. Art Champanich Kam.
grades I 3. grades 6'ft and grades 9
pull.6 p.m. - horse. pull
- 12 van he awarded with cash and
906 !Itl 12th Si, suite I. Murray. 761 •Rangling Brothers Barnum Balky Cantata, Westside Baptist Church. Apr
pin
30
7
16
14&
THAI
other
ports In addition, the school
Circus. RSE('. Mar 28 29.
•Commercial Property Appraisal.
with the most entries will also he res%At% tkixtma.trucom for tickets
appraisals. Kenny Darnell. 1715
==ise
:
es
°ruled Students are Inniirts.1 to sub•Pella Relay for Life rebate day.
After News
Magnolia IN . Murray. 751-0111
mit a
of their rssaN• aid accomSirloin Stockade. Mar 2). Be sure to
anome.s. 634
panying plata°s to a itk go% eniment
▪ k)All'5 Sticiati.)u.... stii
•Shea
tell Casilleti you are supponing Relay
Ise:musks tisc . Paducah. KN. 415
price
official in order to lister sonmiunity
Mart 1)r . 'today. 9 ant
for Life
tfax
breakfast but I lianifiei ineMner%
aia.sreness Essays must he postmarked
•-Step Up to Nutrition and
Hy,y
no later than Mar 11 2.00b
•
Nursery.
3975
R ight%
Health-. Center for Health &
MI N.. Mar. 16. 10 am. mew Nisi
An he obtained trom w ss is preser..i
Nislillghb hes the Camemere•
Wellness. Mar 29. noon.
tionkentucky
org Murial. Main street
neso.
Ceder
Romeo
Juliet
by
William
•
Promitioo Committee will act as a
•Sitintil), Main Street is currently
III American Cellular. 1304
Shakespeare. Robert E. Johnson
U4.111(4401' between the schools and
aorking with the Kentucky Heritage
thcatre. Mar. 30 - 31 & Apr. I. 7 p.m.. Chestnut. Suite I. Mar 17, 1 p.m
Presers.nion Keniticks In..'
(..iuncil and Pi r-5 at kin Kentucky.
DX
new business)
Apr 2. 2:30 p.m.
,
Inc to locally promote a photo-essay
Kentucky Heritage Council(
•The Cherry Tree, Ill 5 4th.
•WKMS-FM. Murray,'s listener
with
competition
2V-753-9733
linen
tor
all
Ann
Guinan
at
Star
21.
11
a.m
oatiershipt
Kentucky
school
spring
radio
service.
supported public
question'.
students. "The stworetition is entitled,
•Coldwater 8113Q. 3975 Hwy. 641
fundraiser. through Apt 1
N.. Mar. 23. 10 45 a.nt (new luca
Vyorking Places/Places that Worl•
42eif Cross Baby Sitter Training
and is sponsored to 5:ClebnlIke
tor Room ationnatton i10 het thieltilte
non).
tor ages 11 - IS. Center tor Health &
PriliserS Awn \loath for May 2006
a member 01 the Marna% -Caltisav.
•Bailey's Limn and Din Service.
Wellness. Apr. 3 - 4. 8:30 a in - noon.
Cowan Clairmher of etanoseerre ill
Local student entrants are asked to
Commerce Cegset. Mar. 30. 10 a.na.
IR The Wild Raspberry. -Scrap
Identify old buildings in Murray
ittastasg a Chamber neva vrinairi fah
Around the Clock" 3 Day Retreat. Apr, I new member
Brockman or Lisa Sawn+kat a,
Calloway t
that base pros tiled a
•The('ate Lady. 119 S. 4th. Mar
- 9. call 753-0859 for dr.:•tail, and to
10. 1030 am (new losationi.
place of employment tor pre.fou• gen- 5/7/.
register

InBusiness

Hawkins Research Inc. announced as Microsoft Gold Certified Program Partner
Hankm• Research Its. .
of polhercianin XMl
and PS. announced it is new
member in the Microsoft (fold
Cendied Partner Program
HR1 is a company that works
to pros ide customer. with an
easy -to-use software package
for insurance claims and construction industries
Being named a member ot
this program as an Independent
Software Venciot is a tremendous accomplishment. and will
pros ide additional resources to
creator

improse the quality of the
Ptwci('Iaim sumltss are, customer
support. and training sers ices
"HRI pros ided the training
and paid tor employees to take
Microsoft certification tests-.
said Candice Jackson. Business
Administrator at HRI
"We now has/. 15 Microsoft
Certified Professional empl.r.ees. which gase us mans points
towards becoming a member (Y1
the Microsoft Gold Certified
Partner Program The increased
know ledge base it 60 percent or

out employees allows them to
provide our customers with
greater technical esperon• and
resolse issues in a timelier mailOCT

In addition, we are now a
Small Business Specialist.
which allow• us to analyze the
needs tit businesses and assist
them in chtsiong Microsoft
products that will he 01 greatest
benefit hi them.The Microsoft Gold Cendied
Partner Program pros ides a 55 as
,0111
tor customers to identity :

Webasto honored for roof innovation
PALO ALTO. Calif - Fri.!
& Sullivan recemls honored
companies tor outstanding performance in automotive and
transportation markets during
the Excellence in Automonse
and Transportation Technologies Au aril Banquet
The recipients tif these

emerging trends before thev have
become the standard in the marmated
ketplace and have
advanced technologies that will
catahae industries in the ne.ir
future
The
°wanie. included
Wehasto Root Sy stems. Inc.. Inc
.11.1 .Oils

t1.1% e

identified

the 2005 Root Modules Product
Differentia-non Inno% atom 01

panics that hate pun en their
commitment and expenise in
one or more specialties' areas
when delivering NItcrosolt technologic..
M'cresolt (*en it fed Partners
netsi to meet a higher set of criteria tot Cal:h sategor1.. including enhanced certmti..atiuin and
portfolio of real-world customer
references. and are thus identified as the most skilled partners
in specific solution areas
sen the number of chose
es in software products in the
market today, customers need to
quickly learn who is .ommitted
to integration and testing.- said
Rosa Garcia. general manager
of the Partner Programs Group
It -The\ need to he
al ‘111 O

_
Siding. Drywall Paint
ugrit Fixtures Rotted or Soft Floor Report
Root Leaks Plumbing Leaks. Etc

QE s2). VES;

LUM8 & LEVEL CONSTRUCTIO
CO lorry No*,or tryout Iholoto

759-4704 or 437-4018
"=Z

Year Award

Kopperud Realty's
?tom CV Jim teed

that its software products Are
robust and credible Microsoft
pleased to fuse Has% kin.
Research a5 a Gold Certified
Partner for Software Preidik-rc

„iied that a sof tw are pros islet
has a policy of platform testing
and integratnin
With coininittnents it, the
‘licrosolt Viindows and NET
plattortns. Hawkins Research
In. has clearly demonstrated

A New Home...
needs your best insurance.
I of homes ten C'.1f% old or less, St.u,
help you saw up to 154 on
\ our hometin nets insurance State Aur
Auto :an

scount• sour basis

pOilt",,

prom

based on the age of '.out home C.all our
,;,.ncs to see how much sou can
Y.w Mel insuninee
a a yell Win

ER

SWIM War
=WPM AMMO

...Ise

McNutt insurance
11$ South 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451
Westaide • Court Square

ra- Woe

8077 Highway 121 North
1-finv bedroom, two bath home ha.. mans- updates mclud
irig new floors, new kitchen abinets. new bathroom and a
inns unlit\ room New well to he added. Priced to sell
557,5(0 MI5,:30-rin

0
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A staggering
pace in the
State Senate

ONCE AND FOR AIL,WHO'S ON STEROIDS?

I MEAN THE PLAYER'S NAME.

POI ik

I'

the hill also has other clauses that aill he a good start toard
protecting the hard-uorking miners aho help keep Kentuck sele.
Inc rates the loaest in the nation
Ne %sill he recessing on March 27 hut there Is silll time to call
me toll-tree at /400/72-711,11 Ysith sour thoughts on these and oth.
polics or budget matters

ii

allome
Our Elected Officials
I +TT'

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
Washington. D C 20510
1-202-225-3115

301 Cannon House Office Building
www house goy/M-11141d

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343
wwwpm bunning42 bunning senate gov

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
Washington. D.C. 20510

361A1Russeil Senate Office Building
' 202-224-2541 (Washington It

State Rep. Melvin Henley(R-Murray)
Frankfort. Ky. 40601
329J Capitol Annex
•,• ,
,•
1-800-372-7181
niey0Irc kygov

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Frankton, Ky. 40601

Offices Capitol Annex
-800-372-7181
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Ap Kap\ sloe

OR No! WHO'S NOT CHEATING
ANYONE BUT HIMSELF

WHO.

1 R 's KFORT. k. - With only 11 working dip seminimg
.setorc the seto penod. the pace of Session is don lualelplite.
ieccised the HOWe budget poposal. user 500 pews.fa* this
ceS and members ol the UMW Appropriations sod Rawson
Committee hew heal neeeirg with budget
%calf use into the night. Mai until midnight in
order to base a thorough understanding of the
number.
ihc Senate has also been buss passing kgisIJ11011 Fhere is hardly a family who has not
been touched hs the insidious and evil effects
ot illegal drugs Senate Bill 245 makes three
changes .me. persons charged with
drug ottences or actor!) addicted to drugs at
arrest *ill he assessed for drug
the Illne
.iddictiiin and eosins a ill he asked to impose
Report from cmiillinent in drug treatment as a condition
rekitse prior 10 trial: two. require,the
Frankfort Correciams
Cabinet to Operate J treatment
By San. Kat
facility in a MIMMUM Vellarli.\ I „kilns tor per
Winters
sons whose lesel of addiction or the serious
R-MurTay
ness of then crimes require a higher les el ot
sec-urns during drug treatment than the usual
icsidential or out patient treatment program: and three. requires th,
.4 lA,11%1l11011 through an
persons seeking an altemanse to J le100'
existing program known as pre-trial disersion. must complete drui:
treatment prior to entenne the do ersion program
X person '.'.ho successtulls completes J locrsion program can
'Moe his or her charges reduced or dismissed, hut. it they tail hs
committing another crime during the disersion period. they are
automatically convicted as a felon and sent hi the penitemiiu-s. Tot.
mans people tail do CTS1011 or re-i)ftend vs hilt: out on bond because
ales has e not addressed the underlying addiction SK 245 will
hopetulls he it Ii eline to lanithes
Vie hase all been affected hs the mining deaths in Kest irgima
and right here in Kentucky Senate Bill 200 would require telePhorre• or othet communications equipment in mines so that
napped miners can quickls call mine otticials anal local authorities,
in case ot an accident Sell-contained breathing des sees that can
help miners breathe %hen the air is tilled anti methane or
1110111n1Ille UOUld As.. he posted at regular inters at'.. along a ith
glossing signs. alanns. and strobe light, that can guide them to sal.

Ifitilia:

I WANT TO KNOW WWI
THE PLAYER WHO'S CHEATING?

YES

THE GUY ON STEROIDS.

WHO'S aim% WHO?

' SE BALL

AND NOBODY ELSE!
TA.GUY WHO -

IS NOBOUY ELSE CHEATING?

WHO IS ON STEROIDS.

NOBODY ELSE TESTED POSMVE.

OWNERS

I'M ASKING YOU,
WHO'S ON STE.ROlDS?

SO,WHAT'S THE PROBLEM?
NOT 1F HE CAN GET STRoNGER
AND HIT MORE HOME RUNS!

THAT'S THE MAN'S NAME.
THCS WHO'S NAME?

A06141

.77.11)15
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PETA should nix school stops
gel on itt
KAREL-A
`er "•liel
soap hot. But once in a while I have my
Earl Pitts moments. And the sisit by the
People tor the Ethical Treatment of Animals
it, Murras Elementars School is me tit
them
Let me start hs sas lug that I lose animals
much as the next per •
and ahsolutels hate
ans
abused And it Pt TA
wants to go after people
or orgamiations that
tlarrn animals. has at
cm. But when thes
County
question why sehimol
&
Lines City officials would he upset
Limits
that they were going to
By Eric Walker he near their students as
Ledger & Times school let out Thursday
Editor
seems to indicate to me
that the se been hanging around those aho walk on all lours a
hit more than those of us who stalk upright.
With as much news in todas's %octets
about child abductions and this and that
ins ols mg children, the demonstrators
one ot which A.1, dressed up like a chained
should
elephant with an arm in a sling
has e had enough sense God gase the goose
to :Morn) Murras Ekmentars officials that
ould he near the school and wanted
the

!OP!)

to hand out suckers and soffit, Issuks Li UKstudents.
But did they' So
the Ledger (I limes was actualls tipped
off Wednesday hs the Associated Press"
which receised a press release from Pf- FA
We got a taxed release from PFT A a short
time later. then contacted Al ES Principal
Janet Caldwell if she knew about the
demonstration
Did she ' No
We called \tunas Police hi inquire
about where a demonstrator could eviwils
demonstrate near MEN thd they know
about Pt- VA being at Murras Ekmentars '
Noce.
Again. it's fine with me it PET-S warns
to take their message to the streets (kind ot
like those -The Truth- ads about smoking
and cogarette companies, tir to fast food
estahlishmems or esen to 11urras State
t
ersits Ti' me. the general public can
tolerate that son of thing Hut at an ektnen
tars whoa!Come on
Credit all the parties ins A% ed though
School officials and pi dice worked together
to see what they could and could not do and
monitored the situation And on the part of
PETA. the were more than willing to comesen it it meant dealing with a kit of
p!)
rain.
This eyent hinges on Ringling Bros and

BJ(1111111 B‘ules Inc us coming 10 low n
later this month Apparently. PETA tries ti
-get the word out- about animal abuses that
allegedly go on in *OW OrllIs shows
helOre the anise Pt-1 was in Mobile.
Ala earlier this week and in Macon and
all towns where
Albans. Ga . List week
Ringling Bros is scheduled to he this
month So I guess Sitirra was naturally
their nest stop
X publicist tor Ringling Bros said in an
Fridas that the circus has an "excellent record ot animal care and elephant con
se:A.1111,n- at their multi 111111km dollar area
in 1-liinda des'lied to elephants She esen
stated the welcome surprise inspections
t ntortanatels. there has probohls been
some cliClirtiMailie •••1 nuess here with some
circus or show or loci or animal outfit
where abuse Ina% has..' gone on and that has
cast an undo shadoss on the charm and
and innocence ot thc circus And in those
instance.. there should he someone who is
willing hi stand up and %: that tspe of
treatment is wrong
!hen K1 X should get on its soap huts-But the stickers and comic hooks tactic it,
entice kids is. in my hook, a loss blow
Keep sour message to adults and let them
make dec isi.mns for then hildren

Appalachia on my mind, bookshelf
The Encyclopedia ot
Appalachia edited tis Ruds
Abramson and Jean Haskell
it'nisersits of Tennessee Press,
2006. I .1S40 pp i. is as intimidating as the mountains it celebrates. This is sentahls J moun
tam 01a hook a ten-sear-long
project ot more than 2.000
entries w mien hs 1.500 inch% id
uals. iirgantied in 30 sections
under Ilse categories. supers ised hs two general editors. In
stall member.. 4$ section editor.. 24 ads isory hoard members. and 14 editorial hoard
tnemhers. The project emanated
rom Eastern Tennessee State
I nisersits. especial!) its ('enter
tor Appalachian Studies and
SerN Iles
(hint he fooled hs the
tvook • massisenes• It turns out
to he a niap, not a mountain
With this hook to guide us.
Appalachia-that king cursing
region (it mountains and
plateaus that stretches southwesterls from New England to
tionhern Mtssissippi and
Alabama, shrouded in fog and
ins stets and legend and stereoand semi-padated from
is
mainstream" America is
tran•Iiirmed into something
ins iting and understandable
Blinders are remised, biases
are debunked, and eines and
as ems and customs are calla
logued
Other regions are producing
encyclopedias. too The pima
of them all was the
Encyclopedia of Southern
Culture. edited hs Charles
Wilson and William
al the Unisersets of
Aiiirsiesippi. The trouble with
nub 4111101d11111111E 111116§Vers
Soft whimsI divan evoi.
venue is the beet
Om moue idomodoo
foompooovoildis.
it
loodoo coryciopollat

=r

a

-

Britannic a iir World Book dealt
with changes hs publishing
annual appendix solurnes
between editions That seems
unlikels tor regional encs elope-

ago The
highest peak
is 61044 tect.
contrasted
with 25.0fal
feet in the
Himalas as
jij%Still. probahls the biggest
There are
second-guessing games about
toe grand
the Era:sclopedia tit Appalachia
do. poems to
will he "Why did they lease
the hook The
out---' and "Whs did (hes
Landscape.
include---''" Masisc we'll think
n1
=
Sil
The Petrie.
01 ..Oftlic big omissions later on.
Work and the
but we honestly didn't find
El(monis
McGehee
many at all. Aided by a very
Syndicated
comprehensive index and useful Cultural
Traditii
Columnist
Table of Content.. we pretts
and
much found eserything about
Institutions Mans opoon• exist
the region
defining the region geo
for
minor
Oh. there ate some
graphicalls. and the opening
Issues whs is Paul "lismmap goes tar in des-clumping a
Brs ant in Alabama saluted hut
s.011%efl•U• 01 its extent Ake
'
not
Adolph Rupp at Kentucks
learn .thout things such as
AVhs doe. the McLain Earfuls
"bald'." than: spots on forested
Band get only a sentence in the
mountains) and "mounds and
musk section and no mention
pits- cot cred tree roots of
in the index' Is writer Richard
giant 'alien trees and the holes
Manus mentioned. and if not,
left beside them) The Ecologs
whs not'Why so much metsection is pristine. twills menpor
obsessing with teksision's
tioning humans at all while
trasals in -The Res eds.
describing magnificence ob
Hillbillies- and "The Dukes of
flora, leuna. and *awns ass, but
' Vs hs in the entrs on
humans appear in des astatmg
soft drinks is there no mention
details in the En% ironment sec
ot Kentucks Ale -It-One iii
'ion despoiling ecologs with
North Carolina's Sun Drop
strip mines and timber hanest
Cola" Is there more information
ing
here from the Appidachians
We learn that Scotch-Irish
south of the Ohm) River than
inumgrant, dominated the
from the northern sectors'
southern Appalachians while
Piffles A creek bed or a
(iemans. Sias.. and northern
missed,
hut
coal seam may he
1 uropeans dominated the northnot often
ern portions We find, scattered
hither and son, all sorts of
Appalachia densed its name
"intentional conurninittes"—
Invm the discovery by DeSoto
in 15 ig-40 at die Apaiechee
t; Way at &Ilan ers
Cayce.aid Victorian
Indians and ban its ant amp
o
's=
=t
England
dellosomioo. is !Mg.as
"Apalociwir. Odor dm die
re0011 a
camera. inialiemilativide. and
Alps. the Hiaidepes_ mud the
commandlies. Wed by im
Rock les. the Aggelarbisim se
looroolots missy of Nolipitos.
lovolslowly reeoulog ito
%Omsow of Aso
am ofiamb eteenewies

mi

ter. from mainstream faiths
The region is almost as urban as
It Is rural because an its-al of
cities surrounds it, like a a:won
train- g.. Birmingham.
Atlanta. Knox s ilk. Cincinnati.
Pittsburgh. Ashes ale. and
Charlotte
The bean of this hook Is a
Cultural Traditions categor).•
0004 pages) sections on
Architecture. Crafts. Folklore
and halite. Food and
Cl%OkIng. Humor. Language.
Music, Perfornung Ans.
Religion. Sports and
Recreation. and Visual Ans,
cosenng esers thing !nom John
Fox. Jr.. Foxtire and Howard
finster. from('general Nes land
to grannies and grass. from biscuit howls to haws and
Brock's candies, and from old
English tt) es angelism and
entertainment
Eel* readers are hkels to
read it from coser to t.Thel
More like's, it will he chenshed
as good bedside reading tnto
which to dive and dabble randomly for a half hour before
going to sleep. or because it is
Cass to use for specific quests
for specific topics Want to
know about Mantis White flout
or Hindman Sadeinent. or
of TVA. or I,'
Ham(
other topics't'se the index
If you take the Encyclopedia
of Appalachia seriously. you
mas nese!' think of Appalachia
in stereotypes again It teems
with iimmeming history,
cochoolog listods and trailing". middle places. entertain!NOW food. and
ethos. Read this book.
IOUS le Anaheim because of
tuftI.gotil odic your copy
you Ind your
yao
way 118111111 Ow yes awe
there

nelesseati. Nesse 11. nee• SA

Murray 1.adgee & Thins

COMMUNITY
MHS seeking nominations
for Site-based Council

Jo's
Datebeek

Una Seed" is Or pow
ihr
far de ewes
%skeins of Misip•Callersey
Cesar Heaped.

Murray High School is seeing sonsinsliens for the $am•hgesd Decants Making
Ceeecil. Any penal hiving a child in school
eligible to
hi the caning school y-ear
stew os es emu&
Anyone inesseled is nowiesWig tonwou
are pick op e hat is We MHS office
beesses is been et Cam. to 3 pet_ h4oede, BOW. Fnday.
Illigedismoss must he receised by March
28.

Aim Niewben7.
said iln maser ret desqped
so hdp those selogisege sew
need fats wad wino•ilmer
diets.
bessata, Nero tO 01.4.10141111
al chews. kit the week sat
19 base bees mimed
March
as Woes
Illeedep • quiche Seigneme.
'baled chinos* ea inango
chutney Salsbury Omit, •nos
• 'Woccot spews. siripeed
potatoes lisid ores win snaps
fned mews checker wises

Department will meet

By Jo Burkett° SE
m Dapdh111411 Of Ike Murray Woman'.
Community
Chit is sdisiesi to ass Wads) at 6:311
Editor
p.n. at the club home Aasele Bums
speak abeam -Women and Inconimance ROMS
AMP.
Hosell sill he hostess.

Art Guild opens visual exhibit
Die MURIA An Guild proudly announces the opetung oarmonies of the 17th annual Visual Ecnience Estubtuon. The
reception and Au aids presentation sill take place on Sway.
March 12. from 2 to 4 p in at the guild. located at 103 N.
tich St The community is ins lied to attend and achrussion a.
free The exhibit may also be '.sewed dunng regular hours 10
The eshihit closes on
a.m. to 3 p.m . Toes. Wed and Fn
April 17 Call 753-4059 for askhuonal intormanon and suit
our WetWIte Al U.isis.MUT-A!,anguild mg to '.less some of Ow
ME•1111141s %Oft%

Military Parents will meet
Military Parents meeting sill he Tuesday at 6 30 p.m at
The Big Apple in Murray Terry Muir. coordinator. has requested that it possible to e-mail her it you will he attending to
terryffriohnr:muir corn as the restaurant wanted to be able to
set up appropriately tor the group 71us is a group for anyone who has husbands, children. parents. etc. serving in the
Armed Forces

.THEOS Group will meet

THEOS ithey help each other spiritually I Group a beita‘C
ment support group tor persons sho hase lost their spouses
to death. will meet Tuesday al 2 p m in the annca, of Callosay Puhlit. Library Opal Howard sill present a program on
-Who Will Be My Encourager "son r. For Mort 1111011nation
call Hossard at 753-19501 or Lillian Steele at 753-2875.

East School plans SBDM Election

East Elementary School sill hold its schmil based decision
Making election on Tuesday The purpose of this election will
be to elect two) parent representatises to the SI3DM Council
Parents or kgal guardians of students enrolled for the 20062006 school year may vote from 7 a III to 3:30 p.m in the
schools front office Votes may also he cast from 5 to 6:15
pm on Tuesday as the PTA w ill he meeting that night.

na

North Council will.

dr.

meet
North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council sill meet Monday at 3 p.m. at the school All interested
persons are ins ited.

Pony League tryouts

Changed
ounts Pon) League Irsouts, scheduled
Murray-Callosay
for todas has been postponed until Saturdas. March lb

Good Shepherd to hear group
Brotherl.s Lose... will sing at
lig group
The g, ,
Al II a.m at Good ShepSunday
Nenli.X
sorship
a.rn
II
the
herd United Methodist Church

Word/Excel Class scheduled

A Microsoft Office Word/Excel Class will begin Tuesday al
5 p.m. at Murray/Calloway Area Technology Center Classes
will be held for eight weeks. For more intormation or to register call 752-1870.

Kirksey Seniors plan event

•••
tll

I,Cirkse Area Seniors will hose their monthfs potluck meal
Sfonday at noon at Karksey United Methodist Church A special guest will he featured All seniors are incited

MHS Council will meet

Murray High School Site-based 1.)CCI%1011 Slaking Council
still meet Monda) at 1 pm in the school lihrar) Teresa
Speed. principal. unites all interested persons

MES committees will meet

Murray Elementary School Budget Cimunittee and Climate
Committee sit Site-based Decision Slaking Council still meet
Monday at it p.m All interested persons are ins tied

East committee will meet

East Elementar School Curriculum and Instruction Committee will meet Mondas at I 30 pm in room 203. This 'sill
he in regard to te‘thookimaterials purchasing All interested
persons are ironed

Calloway Republicans will meet

Callosa •('tiunts Repuhlicans sill meet %londas at 7 p.m
at the parts headquarters on Ky. Hwy. 121 North All interested persons are incited. For information call Vernon Anderson at 754-1556

Lodge 728 will meet

Woodmen of the Viorld Lodge 728 will meet Monday at 6
p m at the Harmon building on C.C. Lowry Once

Coldwater luncheon Monday 11:30

am in the
The women's luncheon 'sill he Monday at
Church
Methodist
United
fellowship hall of Coldwater

ha

Tired of Running Around?
Find AM of the Homes Listed
on the Multiple Listing Services
by going to

campbellreaity.com

CAMPBELL REALTY
RARBARA
sstratit

I 12 N 12th • Murray • Ire 7910-11710
Viewolort of tholftple I tattali Sorrier

Photo isowsnaa
Day held
Scout
at
the
73
Cub
Pack
Scout
Cub
of
members
are
CUB SCOUT DAY: Pictured
other
%nth
along
pack.
The
Conan
Events
Special
Regional
University
SIM
at Murray
Reg
Scouts were also MOM to Mend the ktSU bsskelball game, and to perbbpsie in the
game
the
Wore
ceremony by kisting.te pledp de allegiance

TERI COSS
Activities director
County
Murray -Calloway
Senior Citwens Center is local
ed at 607 Poplar St. Murray
Our phone number is
0929. Lunch is sersed daily
at 11:30 am for a suggested
donation of Si so
We offer transportation on
a dad) basis from 14 a 111 ti
12:30 pm It sou use in the
cif) limits and need a ride to
our center, the doctor. grocers
store, hank or pharmacy. please
call at least one day ahead 01
time to schedule your ride
Our etc-rose room is open
Monday through Friday from
a.m to 4:30 p.m Those sho
are 60 and older are incited
It exercise at no cost, as we
as take ads image of beginning computer classes se fuse
to offer Contact the Centel At
753-0929 for more information
Actic mei and menus for the
acct. of March I 1- 1 7 base
been released as follows
Monday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8.30 or 9 30
am. Sind, *eh Pnde Walk-

tars MN inset at 10 am to go
walk at Meow &Ws University Regional Smoke Events Center. Bingo at ft= p.m., Beginner Uns Dance at 1:30 p.m
tabooed by Advanced Line
Demme at 2 p rik Polish samsegs.
bisokeyed mak samikraut.
ms and ice
one Owed.
=Male be onlshmdsmaiu
Blellds, events index&
Strength and Shiloh Clew from
8 to 9 a.m in Vie gym. Craft
Club at 9 a m_ in frost Vicinities
Wales at 10.30 am.
educaeon room. and Ping Pong
at 12.30 p.m. in Ibis gym Our
monthly bilhdity and anniversary elnation vid be at 12:30
P.m On We lurch menu wilt
be IMMO with mesa Sauce
tossed ogled, garlic bresd. owgimes and orange.
Wedessisy events include
Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 or
9•30 a.m.. Stride with Pride
Walkers at 10 a.m.. Powder
30
Pull Pan pety*eptull.to
am and fillriotiele Okill'at noon
Free Income Tax Assistance
will be available from 9 a m
to 4 p m on a first corns first
served bens and will be available 'soh Wednesday through
Apre 12. BOO chicken. lima
boons, spiced epee's. rot mar-

wine and arabiesta we be on
Use Ilensit nsw.
eveies include
Strensth and %kh. Class at
8 a.m., ahtillebeerd ploy at
930 we. Mime SOW Wryer**, NNW. &MOM will
hold a Mee here C a" to
pm and AARP's We Droving
Class hum 12.30 to 4.30 pm
in Pie 'ducal= room On the
lunch menu wit be taco salad
refried beans torah chips. sow
crown ant:46mm
Mew events Maude Armcrisp Aerobes at 8:30 or 9.30
am.Sends vinh Pnde Woktirs well meet at tO am metes
time changes) The ROMEO*.
will Maw tits career at 11 am
to go to se hatch in Dover
Tenn Clattaall Corner. a newts,
tommd group of artists and
craftsmen. will most at 12 30
p m in the gym with the purpose of the group to provide
an environment tor artists of
all alnkliss to fellowship *ohne
they with Corned beet cabala*. 11111101s. corn Woad, margonna and Si Patty cake win
be on the lunch menu
%WM,4.-alkisay Senior Call/ens Center is a untied vi m%
Atteni:

Portrait of Fleming will be on WKMS-FM
In addition to her mans
appearances at Neu N'Ofk s Mciropolitan Opera. Renee Flemsince has resounded
ing
throughout the distinguished
opera houses and COMM senties ot the sorld Heat tso
hour audio portrait or Hem _
mg on Monday from 11 a.ns
to I p m on Ve'KNIS-1-10. 41
Murray and around the region
WKMS is also heard on translators 92.1 FM. Padiaah, $15
EM Pans. and 105 I 1-‘1 Pans.
Tenn . as well as online at
w km.org
Fleming looks hack I in her
spectacularls succe..lul and
sersanle career and descnhes
the dualities in the program ,
music that inspire he
speaks oi her OfICIAIK
Han&I.% Rinaldo. Slivart
Cost fan tune. Rossinrs SennDer
Strauss"
ranude.
Rosenkac alter. Strauss. Daphne.
‘erdi's
Hassences
lo and Thorak's Rusalka. as
Drhu•st, M.
Well as songs
Fleming also discusses her new
album of Sacred Songs and
her sec" recent CD. Haunted
Hean tratunng ballads. ta,/

Renee Fleming
standards and popular songs
for which she has receiced acco
lades hoth iii a,/ and iIJ%%1.. al circles
Produced hi the WFMT
Radio Network. Chicago. the
two hour program. Renee FlemM 1.1Ic in Music. feaing
tures Fleming speaking stub
host Jail lsinsky about her
us utist,
hi

k4

wing
e—
by Steven
NO/Siggli
• )raprr:. • Spes.lalts Roils
• Custom
•,
• 1 pholsiery •
• Design Servace
• Custom Blinds Asailahic

NM MORTGAGE
CAPITAL COPORAT1ON
AMERICA'S LAMEST COAST TO COAST
MOW MY MEOW
Haire you been
told "NO" by
others?
• 100% Financing No Down Payment
• Refinancing Cash Back To You
• FHA Loans

Tlaa
NA.' Ifferti/Wf
falwre.• letelsa4e4

15% OFF
otrersmE

• Loans Customized To
Fit Your Life di Budget
n

Month

—141

PRE-APPROM
2.00 porci, St • Mu,,s let

APPG11111111101 1

I.75343

,27

"C

,5994737.

76(25 (yr

Troll !re, NA* 246 4093

Murray AA
gives regular
schedule times
4turrai Nkoholks Anonc
mous holds meetings at 615
1 South 12th St in the South
side Shopping Center The reg
War schedule is as 1011014•
Monday. closed. non-smoking
6 p.m, and open. Is p iii. Toes
Jay. AA closed, non smoking
fi p m . Wednesday. closed, non
snxiking. at II a rn . %omen s
closed ruin-smoking. 6 p ni
and Big Book Study meeting.
slosed smoking. tt p m Thur.
1. pm open smoking.
Jas
Endac Nies Comers meeting
open at 11 pm.Saturday
open. non smoking 10 a m
speaker meeting open sm.,.
mg. S pm Sunday. tossnon smoking 1 p.m For tato;
MAt1Oft call Mitch at 753-9321 1
Jeannie at 753-6197 or JaL
L at 703-11146

•
Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
chat/
,
lenniter'
dr Br's an Bartlett
'Natalie I. 00Ni
Ai Matthew Hinton
Man-te Parm
at lease(lark

•

100$ °Manta St
NO CHECKS
MOW.GOOD INIU IAA 1f
SHOWTMES BEFORE 6 PV

SA' & SUN ONLY
The Shaggy Dog
n;. ." Eight Below •

PG- 1110- 3135 • 6:56 - 910
Claim Goma Salta la
G. 12:40 - 2:25

Kim fin ant
& Sean lac crsto,
Catherine Hurt
It Arthur Lane
Lauralee biover
It levems Latimer
Anne Pickens
It %duel Knos
I. old/ley Meth
\athan IliItn

St

A
& hymn Lough

16 Blocks
Mary %suit:
Emmanuel ARK

Failure To Launch
The Hill. Have Eye%
Li V
R
Ultraviolet
P613 - 9:15
The Ptak Panther
710

or
an

Formerly a musician is ith
the Royal Opera at Cocent
Garden as well as mans cit
London s major o,mphons
orchestras. Tolansky is an as ard
sinning international twoadca4
er and lecturer on MINI: performers and a researcher, ismer
and archicist of mums: prrtorMiince is h. has produced features soh many 01 the norld's
performers
sisal
greatest
including Pacanitto -The Legend at 70
My 1 •
Renee Fleming
in Music is made possilsk
ViKSIS soh the underiant
support of Dr Pamela Hoilgc•
OB/til N. in Padusah
For more information about
this ,n aro 01 the I14 `r "
incrcial educational pi,
ming heard on 33 K MS. call MA 1-

Imitiselop - lune noodle
caserrole. operal baked hairy%
ducker; Ineci oast win gravy
'wad nce pilaf Dement casserole candied yarns 'baby car
rots liWeetinten chime* soup
Weems/ay - meet hoof
tuntay MI brown 'crumb topped
bah het. 'seasoned green
usbeans /Mahood pOlaSoISS
onion rings taco
eel
sow
Theiniety 'POW pOtallO
hot do9 pont roost
bor. at
ISMOn Mow chicken 'mator me vegetables. corn toilers. Harvard beets. ("woken
and wild rice soup
Fide, - lasagna 'vegelebte
kasegna. prime sea strips
=mad beet 'cooked cabbies
"WW1 green beers enema
demos slicks. *sitianwe yellow
stemmh. "Mete been and MO
soup. ippilk bleed Meg
Selarde, • 'etacegn pat pie
meat loaf. smoked sausage
sauerkraut. lirocook spears
mashed pOSSIWala wall gravy
'sawed tometoes soup of the
day.
Brinthe • pot ,oast chick en Mips. 'crumo topped he+
hut 'oven roasted potatoes
'baby carrots hied okra 'crow
der peas soup of the Oey

Rtitivn Ragsdak
Mason Noss ard

Rose
vipt
•
11

lt • I

• .14191

Aquamarine

PG .12.50,110 7'21i

Pill Wood
& Robert Filo-on

43(1

II

k

"'
"`"""J•V;s:."'"
ut
Illaamier fa'
•

Murray 1.adere

lids•SitWily. lideirell 11. 211116
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SPORTS
SEC TININIMIENT

FIRST REGION TOURNAMENT

In the 'Grove
Senior guard
T.J. Hargrove
comes off the
bench to help
steer lakers' ship
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports EdOor
Experienced-ten equals mu
ne

Kentucky rallies past'Bama to
reach SEC Tournament semis
at
',mak 1)1.4)...1
NASHVILLE.limn k Al',
even
and
each
minutes
four
These Kentucky Wildcats may least
not look hke the teams that have got five points from 7-foot-3
turned previous Southeastern reserve Shagan Alleyne.
-I sensed we got a little tired.
Conference tournaments into
have a kit more bodies to
They
blue-tinged
private,
their own
play. I think the were a little
celebrations. They do know
what [natters most this time of fresher than we were That's
who we are right now.
year --- wins.
Bobby Perry scored On a Ciontned
(kattned didn't leave withlayup with 1:15 left to break
61-61 tie. and Kentucky rallied out making a late plea foe an
from an II -point deficit in the NCAA hid for his Tide (17-12).
4 to pull out a 68-61 the only SEC team to beat
final 6. 1 )
victory Friday over Alabama in Florida. regular season dump
the quarterfinals of the SEC LSU and Tennessee to go with a
10-6 league record He said be
ii'ornament
This is a team that had been remembers too well leav mg the
on the brink of missing the semi- 2001 tournament expecting a
finals for the third time in seven hid only to he disappointed
-I will he completely mined
years
"A lot of people expect it this team hasn't done every
Kentucky to play on the week- thing that we %e been asked to
end." Kentucky senior guard tio. I think Ron tSteelei said ii
Patnck Sparks said "We'se hest. 'It's out of our hands
been down here since Thursday. Gonfned said
Alabama Ireshinan Alonio
and we've been fighting two
games We•ve made it to the Gee almost singlehandedl
weekend, and we'll past keep it derailed the Wildcats. scoring all
IS of his pouits in the final 14
going game by game.Kentucky 121-11i will play Minutes and giving the Tate a
South Carolina. a 79-71 upset 55-45 lead on a ;-pointer with
winner over No. 14 Tenrin,ssee, 7:1y left Steele's 1 pushed that
in the senlifinitis Saturday. That to I I points on the nest posses
keeps the Wildcats looking to %ion
Kentucky finally found tilt
add a 26th league title and its
shooting touch that eluded the
I I th in the last 15 years
Mark Wildcats most of the game and
coach
Alabama
Gottfried said Kentucky wore finished off the Tide 117-121
down his Cnmson Tide, whit with a 21-3 run
field only seven scholarship
players Kentucky ioach Tuhby SI See UK Page 7A

CS%

I POSOICSIKM ha%kethal

The ( alloway County talkers co.
hay,: plenty. and the) needed all they
to mil
ulinslet — and then *Anne:
`A. LIPP! St Mary ballcluti in a 71-6t ,
nine decision during Friday s hot k
tournament semifinals at the Ri
Special Events Center
A Yeteran Laker squad. who will Ili..
play for the region championship for ir
third time an the past tour years. revei.L
big efforts from its six-man senior chi,
against a St Mary unit looking tot its firster appearance in the tide contest
-I think that really helped us." noted
Calloway head coach -Terrs Birdsong
the experience factor -We•re the onls
of the tour) teams lett ssith that tspe
expenence
The wealth of experience up and loss I'
the Laker bench 1.4 as a key down t,
stretch. particularls in the form of sent.'
rewry es Josh Streetnian and T1 Hargrove.
1.he b-foot-3 Streetman. sshi. %as '.ec
on.J onts to starting guard Jeremy Bumpy,
leant s..oring honors w
I 14 1101:Hsi tor
17. L'allic up big earls on for the Lake.
uho struggled to score lot much of the fir
halt against a stout Viking defense
iarg rov e. a 5-10 senior iri!
uith some clutch pla in“„
quarters. including a huge 3-pointer
in the fourth period.
With Callouas trailing 40-3Y with pot
over so minutes to play in regulation.
Hargroye drained a 3-pointer from the left
corner to put the Laker, in front In addition to the bucket.(VHS also ret ci % cd two
tree 'how.. after Bumpus vi.js touted under
the basket 11w senior guard nailed Kith
tree tosses to put the Laker. in Irom 4440
with h 1; to go
The trey was one ot two Hargroye hit on
the night
"I got nice pass and was able to hit the
three.” Hargrove explained it skas a big
momentum-.hanger lot us
Ii was huge lor us I'm reall happs
tor him." noted Birdsong "He's hauled
through J 114 this year and his role has
changed on this team. hut he's hung in
there
The Lakers held a 58-54 lead alter um
tor forward Breit Welter knocked down
two free throws with 53 seconds remain
mg After hitting Just 4-0-4 tree throw
attempts in the first three quarters.
Callow
nailed 111-o1-12 from the charity
stnpe in the final eight minutes to help
send the game into an extra session
A Jonathan Byrd lay up and a putKak
hy Jonathan Root with 20 seconds to play
knotted the score at 58-514. leasing CCHS

Cats rally
to roll Tide

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger 8 Times
TIME TO SHINE: Calloway County guard T.J. Hargrove (11) slides past St Mary
senior center Dylan Oliver for two of his seven points off the bench in the Lakers.
71-60 overtime win over the Vikings in the semifinals of First Region Tournament
action Friday night at the Regional Special Events Center Calloway will take on
Graves County in tonight's championship finale
one last cIiaik,c at the win in tegulation
But J Bumpus ; pointer missed its mark
and Street man's desperation puthack
attempt front under the goal L langed on the
siik of the rim as time expired
Si Mary remained aloe. hut would
ha.c lit play the extra four-minute period
without the senices of its point guard.
Byrd. who fouled out with 41 seconds to

go in regulation
The absence of Byrd would he a key. in
the overtime session, as the Vikings went
0-4-3 from the floor and committed use
turnover', in the decisiye stretch
A Root free throw w ith ;•29 lett put St
Mary in front 59-5X. hut the Vikings would
not score again until I) Ian Ohs er sank one
IS See LAKERS Page 7A

WORLD BASEBALL CLASSIC

Mercy Me!
U.S. advances with 17-0
rout of South Africa
S('OTTSDALE. Ariz. (AP)
Oh mercy. a game against
South Africa was not what the
'nited States needed.
Ken Grifley Jr. went 4-for-4
with two home runs and seven
RBIs, and the Americans
advanced to the second round of
the World Baseball Classic with
a 17-0 rout Friday in a game
shonencd to use innings
because of the tournament's
mercy rule.
Roger Omen. All4Med one
hit in 4 1-3 innings striking out
six and walking none before
lea% mg 10 J standing °s awn
from the capacity crowd of
11.975 at Scottsdale Stadium,
spring training home to the San
Francisco Giants He threw 58
pitches, seven shs 01 the limit
slimed in the first round.
"I was pitching 100 percent.
AP
at this time of yew regardless.single
his
follows
Jr
Griffey
Ken
s
USA
BALL:
LONG
the 43-year-old right-hander
hit against Team South Africa dunng the fourth innng of their
said. -You know. it was my int+
World Baseball Classic game in Scottsdale. Ariz Friday
after the guys callit out and put
Grtffey went 3-for-3 in the game that Team USA won 17-0

the numbers on the hoard
threw stnkes. not walk anyhody.
get them hack in and swinging
the hat a link hit."
The United States opens the
second round against Japan on
Sunday in Anaheim. Calif.. and
Mesico plays South Korea in
the second game there.
( outing off a stunning 8-6
loss to Canada on Wednesday
night the t tined States had to
win friday to make it to the second round of the inaugural 16team e.ent That liecame a non
issue in a hurry against the over
matched South Africans. who
finished 0-3.
Derrek Lee drove in four runs
with a home run and double
The Isomer. aided by a brisk
wind biewins to nght field. was
Lee's sociond of the tournament
The UMW Stales mail South
Atnca IS-2
-We were like. 'OK. if we
.in get out to an earls lead. put
U See CLASSIC Page 7A

AP
GOT HOPS?: Kentucky's Sheray Thomas, bottom, battles for
a rebound against Alabama's Richard Hendnx, dunng the second halt at the 2006 Southeastern Conference basketball
tournament., Friday at the Gaylord Entertainment Center in
Nashville. Tenn

Pitino: Cardinals
would accept NIT bid
LOUISVILLE. Ks (API -Louisville coach Rick Pitino
said Friday that the Cardinals
would play in the National
Invitation Tournament if invited
Finn() hail v. a% ered on
whether the Cardinals would
play in the 40-team fiouseatbn
follow trig
tournament
Louis. ilie's 61 57 kiss to
Pittsburgh in the first round of
the Big East tournament as
Wednesday night Pitino said
he'd have to check on the condition ol several injured players
before accepting a hid.
Hut an eye injury to Ikandas
Jenkins isn't as bad as orisinelly

thought. said ..pons information
director Kenny Klein Jenkins
would he available next week if
the Cardinals are selected to the
tournament
The NIT hands out hid. on
Sunday evening liwIlowing the
NCAA Tournament Selection
First round games will begin on
March It. Klein said Freedom
Hall would he available if the
Cardinals were given a home
same.
The Cardinals 118_121 Iasi
Oared in the NIT in 2002 los
bag Ie Sim* in the second
nodhi Pitino's first year with
the school

Sports

st urn",1Ladeer & Tires

Soeurthey. Monti 11. Mr• 7a

NCAA places OSU on three years' probation
sour commot were left tor
sty
Olinui was flied taw he aid Ihso-a6ktic director Andy Geiger 60 he gave a
reenut S6k000 five yews ember
Last mour O'Brien woo his inner
scats* the erwesity ii wraighilly fir*
slier 6is sears's mew. veirlt-k 224 And
hem Ohio Sum c.i.uuld have to pay him as
1 tw
ranked ems* is the Cosier
much as S93 oillur
imeoescesoot cum show Iwo beers heliire
0 Beim the liodosyes arch kw severe
the ispessied Illocheyes' spestulthel game
years. slid re Ism of his me nosey to
it Big in worse
spirit Fan bete
Alekardw Itadojevic. a 7-6604 psospect
Jest Is
from ikebia. was am a vivarium liserre he
The locikeyes steel be hues/ hoes powkw.% Radorvic Waudy hillladdeld he
wows play warm*of um*as ksafigrie • holm %hips 10 I 6is sewer istead of the riesseur mem by *yrs pralimlowily.
player flow 1990-2002 me(keret cork
allowed 13.
-neSUM perms gess a Mom sideJim Oilers. Illovrever. the school win have
(
repopublic
a
other
include
NCAA letracoons conaninse vice
peadires
boa."
10 repay wienmeat revers... Maly wowed
Sa00.000.for dee low ram is which Bohm 'hand and a itaillanall ce-campme visits by cheiniumuma losspbre Nowa rid 41111111411711
eiramswocui soneuedieg
release.
savovic played. He received improper gifts. b.okeih4l moistadd year.
Seven vioess immiscai the athe's bas- this violsu. aire especially maid*
nerd* homing sad cash, from a booster
Ohio Sirs rust take down the 1994 ketball program under Crihries. The other because the know coaches comernied
Final Four balms which hangs IFIW-11 the two involved women's beeithhell aed foot- cadi papier how adminitendoes at the
amitados for ova five years.ball.
rafters to Wet City Anuma.
The paproat kocuire mire trod a coun
Smith mod couch Tbad 160a plowed a
The NCAA care dour hwd on O'Brien
and former assistant coach Pad Biascurdi. sews colleseace to address the peaddes balk over'mem situation that led le three
the head coach at Wright S. If later Friday in Indianapolis. Messages wok- other smiati

MUMMA Ohio(AF) — Ohio beer
was piseeists these yeses' pilules Friday.
maw thet dips eis sem* froth ther
SICAA themstheat apposnaces by tho
awes heethelleil them — imelodisg atrip to
the 1000Pled Pow
The decision by re NCAA 40c. not

oam.rnskssb* smear caw,
he as/ his sew school ma swear bathe
is NCAA's edressins cosethlthe so dhows sibahr he will thee additional listimdem
Iliescardi ems peolibied how mailbag
• Oat. 1. 2007. If he doss. Wright theft
cooliefoe NCAA aderdess.
Chin Sum bed ackoossiethoed eight or
Moe violists's' alleged by the PICA& The
schriol tired Thies is kr MN ad held
hst wawm's seamIli of 61 postMOON to
11 to avoid any addidesel pankses. The
Bu•keyes also liethed their Ess's baskethall

From Page 6A
01 two tree throw attempts

NASHVILLE. Tenn.(API coach Dose
South Cr
Odom hoped his team cord he
dement this season The
aelleeeeks pecked tournament
tune to hire Op to his expecta
Ire Kelley scored 25 points
and South Carolina finally heat
No. 14 Tennessee. knocking oft
the Volunteers 79.71on Friday
to Ad.anse to the semifinals of
the Southeastern Conference

'The (hmsecticki

mimic along and sometimes you
can't What you have to keep

MICHAEL DANN/lover ti Tames
UP IN ARMS: Chase Futrell fights Off St Mary defender Sam
Howard in the first had Fnday night dunng the First Region
Tournament semifinals at the RSEC
win on 1-Th
Gymnasium
OCHS enters tonight's
contest with region-best 265 record, which includes a
16-3 mark in against First
The
Region competition
Eagles have won seven
straight game since a Feb
loss to Marshall County at the
Eagle.' Nest

claiming a 55-46

11

at Jell re

14 13 13 111 02- 40
SI Mery
Calkeray 10 12 15 21 13- 71
Callsoioy (1510) - Dump= 16
Sireeenen 15 Weser 10 adorns 7
Forel 7 Memo= 7 hens 6
PO: 22-46 )year 6-16 (Streeenen 2
SUmpus Furl* Hargrove
21-29

Parryi rrt

IL War/ 1:116.11) -Owe, 17 Sys 17
Roof 9, ere 7. None= 6, Hermon 4
PO: 22-47 3-poIn4. 6-16(Shiva 3. Myst
2 Howell) FT: 9- 111

doing is keep coaching. keep
lov ing and keep kicking "
South Carolina needed J win
to keep its season alive while
East division champ Tennessee

t 21 71 is a lock for the \CAA
tournament for the first time

From Page 6A
Raton Rondo, who missed his first sot shots.

all
In

he
I n

Spacial to the Ledger
MOREHEAD Ks Murray
State's men's tennis team
Ohio %alley
its
evened
Conference record at I I with a
5-2 win over Morehead State on
Enday
A day after winning all three
doubles matches in a loss to
Eastern Kentucky. the Racers

inally scored to start the run. Perry scored nine in
I4c Tun
"We Just fought our way hack.- Kentucky
guard Joe Crawford said -That's the fight we're
going in need going into the (NCAA 1 tournament"
Alabama came in as the Western Division's No.
2 seed with a chance to reach the semifinals for a
second straight year But Richard Hendrix missed
a la up that could have tied the game before
Randolph Moms blocked Steek's Jump shot. The
Tide didn't score again Mier Steek's 1 with l• 17
left, aid Moms said the could feel the momentum chew.
"We wore them down. The crowd helped wear
them down. We responded well to all our defensive saps si much as we could. Those defensisc
stops ampfrom heart and tenacity." Morns said
Crowned led Kentucky with 11 points Perry
and Patrick Sparks each had 13. and Moms, who
pla‘ed only five minutes of the tint half because
of foul trouble. had II and seven rebound.
Kentucky finished 410064g 39.7 percent 125(4-631 after hitting only 9-of-33 in the firm halt

will play
South Carolina today at noon
in the semifinals of the
SEC Tournament
* Kentucky

The Wildcats struggled cs en with easy shots

as

Rondo failed on a wide-open las up iitl a tint break
and Moms missed a dunk
Jermareo Dasidson had 13 points and lo
rebounds for Alabama. which outrehounded
Kentucky 45-15. while Steele added 1 1
Kentucky shot the hall so badly in the first halt
that Gottfried was able to give Sleek a rare one
minute break on the bench -- his first after play ing esery mimie of every sFr game this season
The Crimes ride led hi as much a.% 20-10
alter a 1-poimer by Jar Felts with 6:10 left
Kentucky, which had bit only four of its tint 23
shots, finally started hitting. Relmlin Sims hit A 3porter that started the "indices on a 13-2 run to
it first lead since
finish the MIL mod they took
the opening aninnIna at 23-22 aa a dunk by
Alkyne lust before the buzzer

hack to grab the win
With the win, MM improved
io 2-5 overall whik Morehead
State dropped to 1 - on the sea-
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pitched for South Africa in the
2000 Olympics and 2005 World
('up
Derek icier and (infley sin
gkd in the tint. then %cored

(matimesisis
I.M.
Kentucky on Saturday in thou
third semifinals imposemal
under Odom
The %tits have to worry about
lading late in the season They

'Will pick up tors

Roll-off Containers Available

KEY AUTO PARTS
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,

lost

three of their last five reps-

lag-season games and acre outplayed Enday
"We're not playing our hest
basketful' right now and haven t
been.- first-year Tennessee
coach Bruce Pearl said "I think
that for the first time the cont.,-

their tournament record was in
the past Ti' me, that doesn't
have a lot to do with this team:
Pearl said
kenalde tiallartari added In
and Terence Mose) had 14 for
South Carolina.
C.) Watson hod she %int% with
21 before tooling 001

son and 0- 1 in the OS('
Alter losing the three doubles
matches. the Racers won use of

•is •ingle• matches, tour in
straight sets
Fad* lanuatitii defeated
Jacob McLeod at No I &whir..
6-3 and 6-3 INnytro liryhorash
lost just two games in dispatch-

ing Pete Tay lot 6- 1 and 6-1 left
Lester claimed his third straight
singles Min after heating
Damian Sion' at No singles.
7-6 and 6-3
The Racers will return to
action on March 17, when they
play at Memphis
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right Adder lam lloather kw
a triple Lee's three-tval burner
made it 4-0
In the soi-run second.Oda"
pail

hit J three-run homer to ngN
and Ice doubled in two more
Barry Armitage .1 nght-hander who pitched tot Double A

Wichita last seAvattl didn't fare
ans better when he rchesed
Michaels, allowing six runs in
the third, including another
three-run home run hi tinftcy
Not everything was awful tot
South Africa Seventeen-yearold Jared Elan° threw a score
the
against
less
inning
Americans
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Openings For New Climb

BUYING
Scrap Metal - Aluminum Cans - Scrap Cars
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From Page 6A
and let Roger
some pressure
relax and have some fun.Gnffey said.
The S squad finished in a
three-way tie with Mexico and
Canada at 2.1, with Mexico fin
ishing first and the Americans
second based on the tiebreaker
which is runs allowed in games
invoking the three tied team.
The Americans essentially
took halting practice against
nght-hander Carl Michael., uho

Um* llalet
am WM NOM*pa
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Itriftere owes
0, Tim Armator1 hyena

Racer tennis edges MSU
to even OVC record

all three ciouhks matches
against the Eagles hut c dine

UK
.

or
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especial were out of this group (knee has to be shook a little
hopes that wee soriously dam - bit"
agii whoa lleasessec swept
Kelley said the difference for
them in the rcitukir season Thai the Gamecocks in their thud
included the SEC opener. when game with the Vois k defame.
the Vol% rallied from 15 down in
"I don't dunk anybody really
the second halt to win in
Min the game thinking
came
loss
called
Odom
Columbia. a
or something like that
payback
"devastating "
We just wanted to emir in and
"I certainly ens'stoned at the
play our game." he said
beginning of the .ear we'd he
Tennessee added to its string
able to heat anybody in the
league and that would include of failures in the SEC tournaall of the good teams.- Odom ment The Vol. dropped to 0-1
as the Ears**. Nio 1 seed and
said
,
&Mc poll the second
AIMISO:1
is
lirlitani
"I've always felt
since 1941
TOW
like a slow -baking cake
hat
-I can't 1401”, Jtalla
Sometimes '.1)11 ..an force it to

10•1

AP

Call ITtt IOCiliN fur

South Carolina keeps hope
alive with upset of UT

•Lakers
with 51 seconds remaining.
The Laker% took the lead
for good on a pair of free
Wes Adams.
throws hy
strectman followed with a
driving layup. We, Perry then
added two foul tosses and
Adams later capped a decisive N-0 run with a layup at
the 1 03 mark for a 66-59
CCHS lead
(alloway. which finished
21 -o1-29 at the chanty stripe.
capped the victory h) hitting
1-ol4 foul shots in the final
44 second.
"IC% a mystery to me"
Birdsong said of the Laker.'
early struggles at the foul
line "But we made them
down the stretch, and that"s
w ha counts"
St Mary t20-11 f was in
,ontrol early. riding the stellar play of Oliver to as much
as an 11 -point lead in the first
halt The 6-7 senior :enter.
w hi, scored 17 points to
team scoring hoo
(
Stir. t
1 Act.% to school by tossing in
14 points in 16 minutes as the
‘ikangs led 27-22 at the half
lime break
But the Calloway defense
clamped down on Oliver in
the second halt, allowing him
tint three points the rest of
the was.
"I really challenged Wes
Adams i and Brett (Welter, to
pick it up defensively."
Birdsong noted. "We stepped
up on (Oliver) and really shut
him down "
The Lakers will now take
on Graves County. a 46-37
winner over Marshall County
in Friday.% late semifinal, in
today's championship game
at 7 p.m
Calloway 119-101 and the
Eagles met once during the
regular season. with Graves

or
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Installing Wndows XP

GREG TRAVIStedgar II Times Photo
Barnum & Bailey Circus, visthe
and
with
Ringling
Bros
clown
a
Crunch.'
13onzo
CLOWNING AROUND:
ited students at Calloway County's East Elementary School Friday morning Bonzo (Rik Gem) performed an
assortment of activities and stunts during a school assembly with K-2 pupils Pictured above. Bonzo pauses for a picture with East Elementary students Madison Phillips (left) and Bill Bray

Fletcher leaves ICU, resumed
gubernatorial powers Friday
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
Go.
(,
Ky API
LEXINTON.
Ernie Fletcher. who
NAs
recosering
well after having
most of a blood clot
removed from his
chest and arm,
resumed his guberpowers
natorial
Fndak afternoon
had
Fletcher
transferred power
Fletcher
to Lt Goy Steve
Pence before undergoing the procedure.
which involved a suction-powered

A

Athcter. at St. Joseph Hospital in
xxington
A doctor said Fletcher no longer
needs intensive care unit attention. hut
it wasn't Immediately clear when
Pletcher would be moved out ot the
ICU.
The governor will be put on bloodthinning medicines and will probably
go home in a couple of days, said Dr.
Dale Absher, an interventional radiologist at the hospital.
Much of the clot was removed
Thursday an the governor's second hospital stay in a Month, and most of the
rest was removed Enday...Absher said.
-The governor is resting comfort-

AA). he is doing well this morning."
Abther said
Fletcher. 5 1, was released from the
hospital last week after an I k-day stay
when he had his gallbladder remosed.
He was later diagnosed with pancreatttis and a blood infection
The clot was discosered Thursday.
An IV catheter in his arm that may have
contributed to the cloning has been
removed. Atisher said
Fletcher met with Pence on Enda!,
morning.
"He looks good. He was drinking an
Ale-8. was alert, joking a link bit."
Pence said. "So he's doing fine."

ibis us* us sou sobs so be
ij Whisups XP.Thor are two
asibuds avoid& kr
die fust
Mahon XP.
step of boodle pm aarilire. You're
is afalis of
d Ito eeett
battle ihom is IbM-Mild
is Ilirkivos 10PCD's is ii .L1
212isletawasble se Soppies. and
even if it sun yelled used a two wart
souksso do ilts issiallosioa. If its
compeer dosan support boot*
bun the CD. you'll need a set of
Sam Sweep Disks. but Isere is a final
caution before you so this route. Moo
computers that will be happy metes
XP have the capability to boot hem
the CD Its probaNy a red flag if you
need the startup disks, so take one
more 4%4 at the 111:flimuni fek‘mtmended requirements lor funning
\P. AN we said last week.
tor the approINNIIC requirements see
the %chutes below.
▪ http.//www.micro'.oft.com/window sxp/hoine/esaluation/sysreqs.nispx
•http://www.mwrosoft.com/windowsxp/pro/evaluation/sysreqs.mspx
If it's still a go. download the file
that will create the disk sets for either
th.- I lome Edition or the Professional
Edition. lake the disk set, boot the
umpire& aid inn the XP CD to
begetis
support hooting
For cL.
from the CD. the following steps will
get you through the clean install of
Winthnvs XP
II Fire up the computer and insen
the XP CD.
•Watch the monitor for the message that the CI) has been autodetected, followed by. the "Press any
key. to hoot CD" message. Don't fall
for the old joke about looking for the
"Any" key and Just hit the spacebar or
any other key that's consement within
the five second time span the message
will be displayed.
III Files will start to load from the
CD to begin the installation.
Eventually you'll he asked if you want
to install Windows XP No need to
type an essay here on wh), you've
made the decision to do the invtalla
tion Just hit Enter
a Next is the End User License
Agreement or EULA which must he
accepted to continue installation Press
fit to accept. F3 ID bail out now You
can read the EULA if you want, hut it
adds two days to the installation time
O ne next screen displays the
avaiheie Partitions where XP can he
MOAN& Select the one you want and
that Enter key again to move on to
the screen where you select a file sysINK

III les time,
for that important
decision. FAT32
versus NTFS.
The preferred
claim is NTFS
k dim ascunty
kiwi sod eshilt,int awn
with
The
fifiT32. Apply the
koosidps you
via diary the
Ely Los A.
posiosia phase
Holchor
at this psis.
Who your dike of formatting
apices led psis the F key to Mail the
peyote. Oace ihe kris mans
asipluis the aillation will continue.
II ire we installing nom full
version Windows XP CD the installation Limonites without intersonion. If
you're using an upgrade version CD
this is where Microsoft confirms your
eligibility by requesting the media that
allows you to use the upgrade version Insert your media in the drive, let
the verification complete and reinsert
when prompted
the XP
•Setup .ontinues and eventually
the computer will reboot. Watch the
onscreen prompts but do not press a
key when the "Press any kes to hoot
CD- message appears
▪ Installation will continue.
prompting you from time to time to
supply some additional setup inform.'
non Feed the prompts with appropri
ale responses and esentualls another
reboot will OCAUI. this time bringing
you hack into 14111.10w% XP. depositing
you at the Windows Activation
screen.
▪ You can either acto ate your
copy of XP now or delay the acuvation for up to 30 days and suffer the
periodic activation reminders. I suggest you activate now and register at
the same time It's really painless. In
any case, actis anon is required at
some point or after 30 day. you'll he
denied access to the desktop.
Registration is entirely optional
•The last step is to enter a uset
name And watch the XP desktop
appear, ready kW use.
Congratulations You've just corn
*led the clean install of Windows
XP. Now we hase to make sure that all
the dnvers that air required to run
your computer are installed which we
will discuss next week. Please send
your questions or comments about the
column to the _pcckictortichatter.net
And remember: A data backup a day
helps keep the PC Doctor away
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A Different Kind of Deal!

REMEMBER...

Over 250 preowned cars trucks and suvs now available!

OVER 100 PREOWNED TRUCKS

OVER 75 PREOWNED CARS

PC
Doctor

If you don't get It at
Brandon Auto World
You don't get It!
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ciieck out these great deals!
6 csirt IMPALAS STARTING AS LOW AS WRVS
8 (Kr( s-tes STARTING AS LOW AS $7.115
41 CHEVY %RYE RADOS STARTING AS LOW AS WRVS
6 (HEVY TAHOE S STARTING AS LOW AS t5,995
8 CREPT TRAILBLAZERS STARTING AS LOW AS $10.195
2 GM( BPIPITS STARTING M LOW AS $4.195
8 NISSAN MIMS STARRING AS LOW AS $9.115
5 JEEP GRAND CHROMES STARTING AS LOW AS $7.115
7 PONTIAC GRAND ARS STARTING AS LOW AS 97.995
4 (NM CAVALIERS STARTING AS LOW AS ELM

CO3 DO)GE

VC:'

1.1
Only

4.1

610,995

**Sy $15,995
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I CREW EXPRESS
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Outdoors
Bass anglers hit with tough times
S 411 RD Al

SHIM'S

MUM II, 21/116

It di'i wort that way at
The he.. ategiers are bailing a tough time getting a all, though We fished a dozen
strike while the moon is in its &nem& types of covers and
beaks. but we coul't get II01dark stages
of- any sue isewesied in
According to the imam
ow lures. I even looked for
— an mail peblicatios
it I coldcaitariar fermi ist Wein she
find ism skim nowegb
weaker farecses. teneweeical informa- It) net.
The moon phase says et All
and
tion
other often It just couldn't he changed
useful facts Hopefully. by the time you
we Are read this anwk. the camhtions
supposed to will hate begun to miaow as
hate better the full moon appatinelli.
I hate menowed dila fin
fishing conditions era] tunes titer the yews, and
around this it has !neck a big dampers*
time of the in the ahtlit of mews to
Wive a good trip Wc automatmonk
Hopeful- ically think of fishing from
good our boats, hut we try nl rio ss.niely.
By Jerry
weather will thing else -- like hank fishlitsupin
pretad and ing on a pond'
Ben A small lake can he
Outdoors
we can get
into
some productive WC hate several ol
Orimnist
good crappie those out in the county. First
fishing I was surprised to see and foremost, of you do fish
these small lakes and ponds.
the rise in the water tempera
tew
the
permission from
get
lure in just J matter of
days It wasn't all due to the landowner lk) not liner or tear
beautiful day. and the temper- down any fences That'. the
worst thing you can do to
ature. we'te been hating. how
destroy relationships between
ever
yourself and the landowner
aiers
There were warmer
The popularity of has, tish
coming into our area trim the
lakes to our south Thus was mg has not only led to better
supposed to really turn the hass educated anglers It has also het
population into teeding on the ter educated the bass. They
shad hantish that was being become more AN are Or certain
lures and an become totall•
sssept alone the ,urrents

Mks
Uwe

I.

rig

ri

he

Brian Stedelin Shows oft one of the lies he took
while fishing MIA Lailipw aTkites' columnist Jerry
Maupm last month
are spinnerhatts. soft plasms
otle• !hal
e hey
OeVAI
er and sometimes matt eably and maybe a wean top-water
blurt: If you can spare the time.
unpleasant
lou do want to remit: some walk some of the creeks in
none, but keep it more in line the county and collect the natoe
like crayfish You will succeed in
with the small critters
atching those wary Kiss for
fltat's wk•
mite and frogs
many anglers are using the sure Nothing can pass up
hilly boats, or waders, to reach II% C craw:dad'
1 hase been guilty of
the hest waters We know the
toll are not accustomed to peo- tug over to the Land Between
ple being around, so it's impor- the Lakes and wading the dial
tant to he quiet so you can low creeks it) collect craw dads
sneak close enough to fish the Then. I'll go out Into the hays
and work my way toward the
good areas
deeper hanks where I think
t)ti need
In most areas, all

able woo. 1 atilliFieseellad
owe the oodles far ion by
inciskent awry yews ago. *bee
e used to use htnatish for
the tarp and gas
I would wade the shallows.
where the cArr were up ,ruis
ing in preparation for spawning There were acres of the
hulk/abash ow away hew the
.havelimis. whale6sbus.asppie.
p.c.
awl gm possoimd.
lust look* for food and •
place to spawn
It was such a mice gilca
to he One could take al die
tune they needed to aggioach
their target areas quietly On
one osi.asion. I was wading
with bow and Arrow, looking
for the carp and gar
They were usually ter% large
fish, and they offered a big
tine Area We could tie Our
kills nil carp onto a stringer
and drag them behind us. at
stake them out beside a big
hush and then come hack to
tollect them There was a plate
in town where one tusuld sell

Owe quell* sail as how 10
skili dim*, okssa
I bags mein beg ilk is miler
die wore comisely reineed
hi AwicktireekBin6117 *dal lean to be carp Redly. I
took about I auseses to dip
clover to a bush grim I mil
we a Ng fish meet it It sus
big L-has'
I wild See 6 very sat A
sesnab I bad moselosd
mem directly to this boa
Thor was a flash of moveems and ibee it itedli
gone' It hid kw maimed
and the big Ask was Jame
I) a bus'.'

I backed up slunk mid I
was clear Thee. I left We laic
sod drove hick bone. retrieved
a rod awl wet. pidied up sone
good opiterbills smd ssmosi
asissum bay. Traylowslam
I bed a limit of isegmeedi
bass'
All of them 'Med the spin
nerbait as I marseved it along
the sunny side of the hushes.
where the hass could see it
bet not he threatened by it.
The average weight of the ID
has. was A pounds I took,
almost float hack to lbw ea at
that point'
We don't ha‘e thaw good
bushes in esery has now but
there are a few plates where
one tould still do that yery
thing
HAFT% fishing'

An amorous turkey may be in the future
In lust o•er a month. Kentucky's
spring turkey season will fly off the
roost as hunters all user the COMMOON ealth camouflage thernseltes for
a go at the Ng hod
Ten years ago, only a die-hard hunch
turket enthusiasts wouki he looking forward to the
season
tipetier
Twenty years go.
nomie in their right
mind would eten
talk about hunting
turkey'.wild
in west
Kentucky
much
les•_ in their OWS
hack yard
There hate been
In
turkeys around for
set eral years in isolated areas The
By Kenny
110 has alw ay• had
Darnell
Ulrike!. or IN 0,
Outdoors
although the flock
Columnist
had a few ups and
downs
There is an amusing Aside to the
1.111. skin which may he as Much
legend as truth As turkey efforts
began to crank -up in the 1470s. the
1..10. flock lagged seriously behind
and esen appeared to decline
•The wildlife No.. riser there st. ere
understandably et mcerried because wild
turkeys had always been a pan of
Lill lore as tar hack As an•one could
remember
All the wildlife folks had to ito
as catch a few hirdr turn them
loose in good habitat and keep the
locals from bushwhacking the new
arm als until a %table flock could he

The
Field

IMO

the hass we gang to be.
It Joeika't lie leg to go
A strike if yes tacit ism
Dic srilwfsek kr as mem all
its two Oen it's picked up
by A bellry has, it will he
sought est and Incased rather
%triflingly'
The new belly hub are
truly the way to go i' yes like

established But still the LIII. flock
languished
I don't know how it was actualnot sure I
and
ly docosered
really want to know how it was so % ered
hut the wildlife boys
found that their LBL hods were not
intim to. shall we say, an enthusiasill for romance
Yep, the LK. flock was content
It' go about its business of feeding
and being tidal by coyotes. ow Is and
bobcats without the added burden ot
dating. relationships. remembering
birthday•and .emoersaries. alentine'•
lfa. and such
Much like the Shakers and south
ern democrats. their IMIllhers Juin
died
Being the enterprising hunch that
they are, the wildlife boys, and maybe
esen some wildlife girls. found counterparts in other states who were willing to trade J few ri'uitIy hens and
studl toms for J mangy raccoon or
maybe an otter of tail and the rest
is turkey histor) If not, it makes for
an Amusing story
the pioneer stock of
the birds loosed around these parts
was not hampered by inhibition, as
the big birds can he found in every
nook and cranny of the county. As
the number of turkeys has grown so
has the number of hunters bent on
bagging a fine gobbler
So if you are a beginning tit ILI•I
an aspiring turkey hunter, there are
a few things to keep in mind that
will make the time spent in the turkey
wood. worthwhile.
First, you don't have to win a

still and sooner or later one or more
des ice
SlOk shopping spree at caticlas
And said turke• gun should be as will stroll by
become a well-Nuipped turkey hunter
V.ant a sure fire rail that's ea.%
preferably brand
new as possible
Yes. I know that there are Oast!i
turkey decoys out there this year that new the preceding was pro•tded is to make' Rake up a link pile of
rit out a C-note. J sen ice to turkey hunters who T11:1 cky leases when you sit down, then
will chew up and ,
101 to highlight or clip-n-sue this
occasionally scratch in the leaves with
but the frugal hunter can get hy on
paragraph tor use when appealing the a one two. ipausci. dime cadence
much less
need for a new firearm to Manage
for the hare minimum. J turket
The trick is to sound like
hunter must hate clothes that blend mem
scratching for hugs and scores
Really, with the athent of heat
tpensor.
in with the natural world
works'
ier than-lead turkey loads, any pun
name brand canal is not absolutely net
Of course. A tirelln Of two wilt some
as long as -the
essary. but some sort of "Make me will Lk) mtely
time tilt the gum in your hoof Lie
hunter is mindful nil the load's diet
look like that hush- material is essen
a lake timmains roar and a hen
use range With the proper load and Place the rake behind the hen 20 to
til
Just make sure it co•ers from head choke. a 20 gauge Is lust as effec- 30 yards away, where they can he
to toe Many all aspinng turkey hunter tor inside of 10 yards as a super
4PIxt
-•ern
has been foiled by J generous 4itiv.- magnum
iswill lure a bird
thhint
Many timesl this
The popular loads s'AM number
mg of lily-white crew socks between
into range that would otherwise lust
1. 5. Of h shot Shoot the one that pass by Remember that other aspir
shoe and cuff.
tiCsi In your gun
Now, I'm not adsocating the wear- appears
mg hunters can sec the decoys. also
ing of Kralove brand socks or draw - or the one that is on sale
Male sure you re not in thc line itt
Finding and calling to a turkey is
ers. But it it's the only way you can
in itself is reason to buy
fire
keep the white from !showing. so he where the shot meets the leathers, in
ecans
p tdhere
,
a,
ches
a manner nit speaking. for the turkey
it.
you hate it Its not so
A nice mesh lace mask is handy. hunter A good way to scout is to
hard to heconk a turkey hunter after
walk or time around and look tot
too. as 1.16 tie!, tom. are adept at readall Most of what a turkey hunter
fresh sign
ing the facial espressions of hunters
will need is probably already stuffed
nil
running
turke•
lice
walking.
lace masks Are a much more effithe ekaset. ansuas
Into
cient alternatise to painting one's face flying is the preferred fresh sign
Try it a time nit two on the shear
about
'just
out
hang
turkeys
where
Find
to resemble a crazed ilackasaw Nate
The-n. if it suits your fancy gradu
on the warpath. a• no manly -type etEry %skirl. obtain permission h hunt
ate to the nest letel of hunting
in
slip
landowner,
the
from
area
the
spend
to
admit
should
turkey hunter
%pens!s e t-quip
At cumulation of
quietly. sit down and don't mote
mg tune in front of .1 make-up mir
Much is made of the ability to ment
ror
Noire: Turkey season in Alabama
As for the ubiquitous turkey gun. tall a big gohhkr from two farms
Tennessee opens
user Truth is. moo hunters couldn't opens March IS
it is absolutel essential that art
will finally
Kentutkt
and
I.
April
phone.
pay
a
with
gobbler
Ng
a
call
-inch superturke• hunter base J
much less with A squawky box (it get rolling on April Is FBI will
duper magnum 12 or If) gauge. tire
host a youth-only quota hunt April
belching. mule-kicking. semi-automat- while gagging on a piece of latex
The hest trick is to he where the 8-9 and regular quota hunts April II
a behemoth in the latest high-delininon tam° pattern, sporting a match - turkey wants to he anyway Turkeys 12 And 15-16 before opening for non
Sit quota hunting April I'
mote around and feed all day
in V ....Opt' in intlit clectionic aiming

National archery tournament to be held in Louisville
rhe
FRANKFORT. Ks
fourth annual National Archery
in the Schools Tournament us
one week away
Archers from around the
codlury will gather March Ift
at the International Contention
Center in Louistille for the
one-day etent
A record 2.1h$ students representing 107 schook from 40
Kentucky counties. as well as
schools in Alabama. Illinois,
Misacturi. Minnesota, Ohio,
Texas and Wisconsin. will compete

The tournament begins at 9
a ni and ends at h p m Tlw
awards presentation runs from
6:34) to 8 p.m
From h to 6.10 p m the

top four scoring boys and girls
in all &towns will participate
in the Shooting for the 'Future
Competition. Each of the eight
archers will receive scholarships
for post-secondary education.
with the Amount determined by
their finish
Teachers also will compete
for grant money to purchase
equipment for their archery
teams dunng a special tournah
ment scheduled for 4 10
p.m.
Team awards for itidis
states will he 'nen for the
top three teams in the elementary, middle and high school
divisions These team !scores
will he compiled from the sum
of the top I sr-ores for each

April 17th

IRA Deadline
Pass YOU Ur
Cal' r rwlay for rcour Ina bantar

cartoons

Thurmond
NEW

team ii ca, h di'. ision
Indoidual awards will he
presemed to the top tot: nO)•
and girls in each do soon for
each slate Some states Ina:4
not conduct a Mate championship. hut will still he digit* for national .1%ard•
championship
National
awards will he giten to the
three highest {11201-111g learn% 111
each ditision The foe high
est scoring ho'... and girls from
each ditision will receite inth
tidual awards
Thirty -six states now par
ticipate in the National Archery
in the Schools Program The
program is poised to expand
into Australia. Canada and Mes
ico this year.

sit Is la At 00\%:tfflitlids
the Kentucky Department of
lash and Wildlife Resources
hate feu:coed set eral reports
of sick raccoons. which ma%
indicate that an outbreak of
canine distemper has tiepin in
seteral count's-. in central and
eastern Kentuckt
Between Veh 24 and %larch
- the department recei•ed
reports of eight sick or dead
ratocoons in Christian. franklin.
Jefferson And Aladoon clam
at

ties

Canine distemper is ma a
threat to humans It occurs
most often in raccoons through
out the southeastern I tined
States and is t %clic in nature.
tending to show up about etery

scars
Symptoms ot the disease
include distress
coughing.
sneering. dIsiKarpe from es es
ArkkOt nostrils and diarrhea
Infected animals may hate ton
tulsions. tremors anti chewing
tits These animals may low
their tear it human.
They may stumhle, fall or
walk in circles Carlow distem
per runs its course rapid's
Death is often attributed to a

11%e VII WWII

Ks% ind4r• infection

tirat tows And coyotes can
contract the disease It may
appear as sporadh isolated
cases in in widespread out
breaks A health% animal an
contract ..anine distemper from
direct contact with an infect

e

It's Time To Stop Hurting!
I've been helping yoiir
neighbors for five years
why r-h--,t you"

1

ion Wuest

INso or a r4cf I PIVESTIM NTS
P xciLlama ALLSTATO 11111104C11

Doctor of Chiropractic

.1; NTH irT4 ST gun(
111W11164•1111

1313 latinson SW •759 1945

ed animal or its body were
nons and waste Hosteter. mtwa
transmissions usccut ductal%
between animals
I nsaccinated dogs are •I,
,eptihle to contracting the di,
caw pet owners should keep
their animals saucinaimnais cut
rent as a precaution People
who teed their pets outdoors
should take special safe to
remose any knotet food It
can attract infected animals not
completely debilitated
"icier attentive to capture or
aid any sick wildlife !twit.gists recommend leasing the
sick animal alone and report
mg it to Kentucky Fish and
. toll-frre helpline at
Wildlife.
1 -000-Itift- I Sau

a en

iLitultz

Ear, Nose & Throat
111111611/

waiineppre, U.S.
- Hearing
N.Mina& Regeowel

Celler Appehowievitfa 7110-41i
•
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
02
RILEY•S USED FURNITURE-.
Mon-Fri 9-5 Sat 9-2

CM US€ YOUR ROME -ill MOWS ALL SETTER'
PlIASE BE A foSTER PARENT

Western ky

nited Medisdist hair Services
Purdue, Duand
- & ,Pulebrn

877-998-KIDS (5437)
Add Novas /in.

Auto • ome • usiness • oat
Ntotorcy ck • Mobile Home
'all se% for a 'me inn ar
‘il kl\N1-

iNS1 R‘N( 1

SFR% It I s
-Your Hometown Insurance Source104 N. 4th St
753-3500
Large enough to handle )our

,,t
1*par-tint-lit
Aceseakaallfirelaer.
llocersessierase fterineeLANswes. Mieray
Stme tvisely. This is a Nil Wee position 1.,
,
hog* Map albs Qedllisellese:
degree is anusialbe.ow year Of cwcnentc iii
plessal noomMieg lueesiews in a gmbinnonai
sot* and knowledge et ontemily ellftekti
accounting priaciphs rogriss& RINWII ill PC
bawd &
tied alsbere oppliestion%
Excellent oral and wrists easmitanhcatio.
Nkills. Excellent oqtanizserael mid minlytical
skills Ability to ctimpftse maks =kg deemeding time .4. heiluie. Presalititiai NW power
point esperience required Policy sad procedure des elopment prelerred Iteipandhilles:
Responsibilities a ill he in the (allitS Mid
ontraci and the accounts Payable sass and
include. hut .ue not limited to lIt tram faculty ',tail tin tissal procedures related to grams
and contracts and specific accounting few2i monitor I i•cal requirements of mea1, grant prograni.. I 11 manage i anou% AJP
lurictions. 4i periorm support duties as
assigned hy the managers of each area.
Application Deadline: March 11. 2(NI6 To
Applyr Send leiter ru appiaLation. resume, and
the name.. addresses, and phone number, of
tour proles.sonal references 10 Chair.
Committee.
Search
kccountanifTrainer
Accounting and Financial Services. Murray
State Unisersay. 211) Sparks Hall. Murray. K`i
42071 1112 Women and minor,lgra aft
en. Old NI ged to apph Wurnal Stoic I Ittverath
eel* WWII and emplmment
tuntn. A1/1-11). AA

•
IRO% I- It

lir

Has the

Applieellen MOO
Amootales DegiSeitele1WWW teleted held required
Everience may be consideriNI aphelia te eduoslion Two to tour years
sigienence se consultor appleollene aolleere or bur plus years in the
eppNcalftwis suttees meow required Dees include but not Smiled to train
on Pie usage. mentioning and supporting of assigned applications
Heileman, industry experience is preferred
Dalleilase Programmer
AWNOWeile Degree in cornpiner or relined hek1 required Knowledge of
ONION IIIININNee,producls. SQL. and lAcrosch Access and Visual Basic a
Om Duties Paid,but not imwed to training on the UN and supporting of
MOW delelmes products 2 to 4 yews experience with =neuter data,
&me settarste required.
Nellwerli Ato*el
sslIng an experienced artalpet atm mow operating eyelerrill. 8111::40101-4
in Carnpuber soencsintownetion Systerns is distred. we consider
Meocisis degree m compiler swarms with 3 to 5 years mpertence supposing server operating irsolome in an Ethernet TCPAP emberrnent
Ness include but not breed to instelkng maintaining. and supporting
aerver-beeed lemiltieNt. apemen systems Com Zorn**,& related
opplitilitins. Eminence vat tiliereime Window required. LINUX. UNIX or Novell prod
ucl emsnorioe a Mini
Please apply at. www.troverfoundation.org
Human Resources
Troyer Foundation
1-800-500-0144 or
Fax (270) 825-5848 or

isurance needs. small enough to care

EOE/M/F
Maintenance Electrician
Day Shift
(6:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.)

41P..millille..
Nie+sage of Thank,
The tarml% of Am% Thiaocti
Young would like to espies, thee
gratitude and sincere thank,to tie
Murray commumtv for its out
pouring of love and support dur
mg this difficult period. The
painful loss of Amy is being corn toned bv the compassionate works
and deeds by our many Inends. A
special thank You to Revs. Richard
'smith and Emil'. Burch and to all at
First United Methodist for thi.
beautiful celebration tat Amy's life
Also thanks to Mike Carland and
all the staff at J.H. Churchill kit
their professional care and heautt
tul visitation service. To all thoscw ho volunteered to assist at our
home. brought food and flowers
sent the man% thoughttul card,
and abov e all, uttered the Lind

i

word,and ravers for Amy and
our lamili is a. will be eta-mall'grateful
Chari,1,• t ahiza.

if

We have an immediate need for an expenenced maintenance Nectncian who is
proficient in electronic pneumatic and
mechanical troubieshooting Experience
with PLC machine controls and automated
assembly equipment is a must Ability to
program PLC controls is required
Experience With Direct Logic 105. Fanuc
& AB SLC 500 is a plus This position is tufl
time, in a challenging manutactunng er ,
ronment Ability to work with product
rind coordinate multiple protects
co't
a
required
be
Must
Competitive salary. medical
insurance 401K Mc V/D--E0E
Send resume with refe,• •
requirements to iscgr.Fax to 270-753-4049 or Ma
address Ngur,-,ne cans pieast

Jakel Inc.
H/R Manager
700 N 4th Street
Murray. KY 42071

Position is tor bus, medical office. Need

flexible hours per week

MEIeile Fere

LOST black '
pig in Coterie*,
293-6501

Will include

LOST Sig friendly red
dog Wel at lie
lith Sycernom area on
Sunday night 3/5/06
10 00p m
around
weering a black collar
Answers to Rusty
(270)227-0481

P.O. Box 1044)-\l

%CCM

MI or
Pert-Bus Cask
Day Shift
Excellent
Senellts
Coll For interview
270-759-8700
licitsry Mods
Redmond

‘1.1/('N .% full time 2PM-10P111.

Caster

Prefer expenence. but will train
Pleasant atmosphere. p4sad a'. irking
condition% Apply in person at
Fern Terrace Lodge. Ii0E.

Ill 111

Toyota of Hopkinsville
has an immediate opening
for a Part Counter Person.
Duties will require researching.
Increasing, billing, and accounting
for Thyota Parts Sales.

REPRESENT1171%

h.o ore
I()num S1111(
in LOCAL area.
• I tI of the hest training programs
expense paid
• oniruns 401K sas ings & empliracre stock
imnership !Ada
• tor henelit• health dental life and
I so woe training program ha.ed
perfortnan‘c
.15.tio) tint scar
• I urn
Far eselldesliel persamel intervieta
cell 293-94190
See. & Mims Oely
10 a.m. • 5 p.m.
tifilF

NOW hiring servere
Yeello's Must be mei
Witra PM* wiper
son after 10 30 am
Cali Z27-3576 for more
into

Taking applications
for all positions. 1)1
& night...kppl in
person at Sonic.
217 S. 12th, Nlurra).
No phone calls.

Direct Parts Counter
background will receive
preferential consideration.
but may not be required.

Murray. K1' 42071

•

Lost female cat
named Autumn Macs
nth paid and area
Ileclis Turquoise Iles
mew Last seen neer
Woodiewn 13th
Reward 976-0675

required Must have problem solving skills
and attention to details Send resumes to:
(XI; at PO Box 9.14. NIurray. la 42071
or emit! to hrin icscci.com

PART-TIME
RECEPTIONIST/FILE CLERK

'sonic afternoons and Saturdays. Send
resunk: and one( letter Iii'

REWARD
Lost 12-year old nue
red chow ma. 2 per
old male chocolat, lib
moo* mai color e01Mr. Met seen 1 00 p m
on 3-05-06 at News
heading south lam,
Lynn G«
Stella
area 293-8579
293-8578 489-2950

I ssellent upportUnity for a full time "Full
('harge- ac.cowtting clerk to nun a griming
company Individual wil_cd to Jac
know ledgeable of all aspects of A/P and
A/R Knowledge of Excel and Word is

tin

DAYS Inn Now hiring
nouselisepers Apply Na
Demon 8-00 am 3 00
121t
pm 517 S
Street
DRIVERS with COL
neededt Are you a
retired truck driver or
looking tor a few
mond', of work driving
aptly? We need win
sons, *niers of any
age with current CCU
Call or apply at Royals
Clerk 437-4000

1 .1 I tl

1.1 IIi

This full time position
offers complete benefits
including vacation plan.
paid holidays, uniforms.
paid training, 401k. health
insurance program, and more
Pay scale is competitive and
commensurate with performance.
To obtain an initial phone
interview, contact Harley at
Toyota of Hopkinsville,
886-9099. after 10:00 a.m.

the WIWI

I

advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month. menage
trainess $3000 month
Company will awn CM
IA-F Own- 1pm only, 1
800-578-8799

()risers - CDLA
Home Time is
Important.
%%ell get ou thenFS HI)
%1ElAVNI)

cc
6 mot rap
wiSchtbed
%ire•sem
above Ihr neilL
lie sae hr. taw
X00-879-5074
—

-tCCOUNTING CLERK

i:ood phone. orgamiational. computer
Ind people skills. Approximately 15-20

;DUE Mack el patients
-Calloway ENT must
Close its doors April
Patients may
4th
. request records and
gal referrals to other
- physicians at P0 Box
KY
1477. Murray
42071 or in person at
300 S est St WO
KY
Murray
507E
42071

Troyer Foundation
position available:

following

WE LOVE POSITIVE
ATTITUDES,
$ PORTABLE
EXPERIENCED seri,
ice manager needed SCOREBOARDS has
positions available ICr
for
local motor sports busi- Career minded individuness. Salary based on als with superior people Oaks and a nom
experience and performance Call to sel nem of two years sales
experience As a Sales
up interview
Asso(_S you will be
(270)753-8078
wonting Nei new and
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray existing customers pnmanly by telephone
Plaza Hotel Awry Ir
end IreernW horn OW
person after 8:00PIA
Murray office
IES hes openings for
medical sesestents and
It you are upbeat conLPN* Call 270-395fident entoy sverlting
0342
with people. RPM ciulNES lies openings tor
standing phone slab
°dice and mail powand went a isiterding
bons Call 270-395career. pines apply
0342
We oiler :pey
LPN tor rural nursing
with a berms inoweire
home pan-time or NI- Pen and a compaillse
time Arbor Place of benefit package
Puryear Contact
Carolyn KaCZOi at Erne resume to
(731)247-3205
car••rs•scor••
EOE
boardl corn or comMUMENITEX Dleplays pete the wens applihas an monodist* lob cation at hap //scoreopening for Sales board1 corn/employ
Representative
menl
Compeers" pay with
sales bonus plan and
& Celleeee
benefit package. Send
resumes by mail or/to
houses
P0 Box N. Murray. CLEAN
rentals, ape etc
42071. ATTN
KY
Human Resources. Na 4315-2745
phone calls or walk-ins
CLEANING houses is
my business
Cab
Sportsmen's ANCHOR
Linda H 759-9553
RESORT & MARINA
located on Hwy 68 at DOLLAR Girl's
Jonathon Creek, hiring
Trareparkelon
season
for
the
*Rides le medical
HOUSEKEEPERS. appefeerieres.*Ws
CLERKS. appointments. greeery.
STORE
OUTSIDE GROUNDS
work. school
MAINTENANCE AND Monlay-Fficley
MARINA DOCK PER- 440 afar dark rides
SON , al 10' apoic5. 753-7129
bon and .ntiarvilha(270) 354-6568
THE Mayfield-Graves HOME daycare looking
County YMCA is seek- tor cliedien of any age
ing a CEO etto can Daytime hours
tale our YMCA to the 75.37031

nett level at rowel.
Mee leM. budget.
membeteldp. end Prodevelopment
vo.%
WON ilumegmitent
and still MOIONIOn A
strong cfeellelllitiml to
the
YMCA MINIM end
Transport
EMERALD
a local end long dis- •moon tor the Mee le
tance owner teeing • must Send team
Onsemstic
Media. elm covw MIler end
Illempe, and lenhers. Iwo relerencee by
to Mary
Wag spoilicellons ter tare, 31st
telviel. WM con apply Velesques. YMCA of
the USA. 101 N
at 100 Recycling Drive
Wacker Dr. Chicago
Pans TN between
7AM and 5FIA 500- IL 509011 Resumes
can also be smiled
467-0638
merroelesquesil
NOW Hiring house- yrnce.net lineterad 4
leteMEI APPOP at Peryew degree Preferred
son only Holiday Inn Pmwous superience as
Express Hwy 641 N
a CEO or other admenMurray
stresys aiperienos

EOE. Drug Screen Required.

Et.

loweats
EMN
Act new ler berms Be
your own boss Set
your 04114 hams Cal
for dwells 7104111111
Monica Moore.
Decomeg Conway&
Home bilerior & 011b
WANTED
Experienced floret
doetemes. Sol* corn
amenritemmaties
anal lend mums to
Hurrwin Resources
PC Box 1304, Murray.
KY 42071

mom commas
A. Coaled Tectinicien
Son*.repairs
RUM
WILD Me &Maw
Magma Ns /bens line
requiredl Up to 512K
download speedo for
$49.95 der Menet
Weed libeltelbs
270-79341010

CASH pad for
good used guns
Benson Sponing
Goods 519S 12th
Murray
'
0000 used flingers
tors istectnc ranges
gas heaters. am condibaseboard
tioners
'meters Used carpet
mg 753-4109
NOOSE by owner
1400-1.600 SQ ft
South or west see in
Murray 311IR 1 5-28A
Garage or capon
Sack Good condition
and location 270-758
9249
LAND at county- close
to Murray 1 5• seri-437-3605
-11
tor good. used
furniture.

753-8501
•

YVAN'.

and Trucks
474-2540 or 293e
Sol cloys a week
Amine
For Ben
$19.e.
Free Doh
room satirist.
DVR upgra 1.
able
Prod starts at $1 ,,
mo Get 8 ch.!
Saw free kir j
Sees* Antenna
SWAN 750-0901
SS inch HD TV $700
(270)705-084 7
p
CINDERELLA
dreelleS 1 stze 4 yettoe 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614

iovesiat
COUCH
dee & ottoman veci
end
table
dining
sofa table
ebbs
sew
Must
Neve
Please call 436-2118
after SPM
DINECTV
4-room Selelate efif6tern bee lbmi 01011:0
only $2999 per mo fie
first 3 mo
141110
Showier* & Sam NM
for 3 mo Beeoley
Antenna & Sae.*
759-0901
EXERCISE bike $30
Daybed with trundle
$50 Car 753-8511
JENNY Lind baby bed
with Sealy mattress
Changing table and
toddler bed Curio cabinet 759-5406
KIMBALL organ tercet
Ceadllion $400
0110. IleiMs of four
semen pales
veaullswillelly papers
$150 MO.
(2701205-5750

ow

NEW Location
Se•Wey Antenna it
SOON* has moved to
Otenpc Plaza maces
from Murray Stele)
Come by and see our
wide memeen at MD
lelevtelons. ereselelnmeet =Mere. hems
surround
theeler,
sound. etc 759 )407
12
Plaffilagra40/1111101ew eildared•
so at Ildledlleetronics
On the Court Square
Huge Selection. Great
Press' 753.0530

AN11OUES Cal Larry
753-3633

PROM dresses 1 Wel
Into size 6 1 purple
Cinderella dress sire 4
Cell 4054176 aft'.'
(IPM or 203-0672

BUYING punk cars,
trucks tremors and
maw bows 436-5236

STRAIN for sets $725
bee (day) 753-45e2
(night) 759-4718

1111L..,

ClASSDIEDS

%terve, Ledgper & Times
.00.....
•
oc:Nie
4 I,
f•*. to,.

Pelmaill"./
•

.
0
0.•.
1..

wow valth""0ass.

Camay Giniesillient Dawes
Awesome,
so Diuktusil Onie • Murray. 110 42tr I

%I\

.."'

ksefteks
an"
jo4

•
•_••
..
1.61

.4%
•
.
I

10,000

$

gelllitooke
a i/ via
oodeed mien leo
outdoor° oletioso
6 moor

OPEEMIIIE

It 12'
DIMS sr
•••••••••ca••••••• vie
to hero soy us'sae
Nw

WWII

.5,000
IIIIPT1041111

Ceased Meet aei AN
Accept* Appleaseas

$3,000

eloommosa so vie roe
rieshor red str“.

NISEI

66,000

$3,1100
114611M4 memoirist sans

.
11 'CAA GAMLISCia

I

"NMI alloseledglIlleILHAMIC
Moir MIMS FOAM • Wawa 21•93$1267
Nam lion wed liar Ps wille 1/4pa Sun i pm widtergpswaren
women as
mei *ix
Zravere

Ofnce Hours$ 11.111. - lip.-.
I FAL W patt.

121

TANGLEWOOD'
APARTMENTS

•I 4.

II

11()

Sat., March 25, 2006•10:00 a.m.
MAO N adesbara goad

Saadi la Marion Canso
Larry Gore Male

ow 'Ed Tea Sabesst Agemawai,

natal

'Me

I

270-7534556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- F.zz. 283

Sensational Six Upgrades
MEI

MINIMilig. Min* II. ISSI• 35

120 wrest farm with house, 50 head heel
cattle, nice hay equipment. farm equipment
tobacco equipment
It
1'0( II Li. I/1\ \III I I It 1tt 1141\111( 435414.4

17511 Lewes Drive • Marrey, Mr 43E71

NOW AVAILABLE:

2 Bedroom $434
3 Bedroom $495

vemeit
ahre
.a.
=
.
mort
iman
eovemati erselZomo Osamen

•Free Cal*•Washer/Dryer Pros ided

Get Your Yard Sate Kit
And Wake Your &Mt a Success'

Bees& w/Ceittrat Heat & Air
*Ramie.Dishwasher. Refrigerator
*AU

Masa
Parker
WHITE seen isedlog
ammo
wo
dress
sleeves. Mae 111.IMO
Cal
270-71134909
Max 5PM

KENMORE Washer &
Gas Dryer $15000
000 (270)51915,i
alter 500 pm
REFRIGERATOR.
Kenmore 27 cubic
Not wider & ice on
dcxx almond ookx
very dean & good condition $32500
(2701436-6051
(270)4364135
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward Elkin%
• •.

753 171

20011 CLOSE OUTS
and
Sleglawides
Doubiewides
Buy
today
and
save
$1 000 s WE OWN
THE BANK Cal lofty
11 1314424438
TAXI YOUR POCK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how our 1
Bedrooms
and
2
Bale/ Both pnoad
Ps $504 Call
73144244311 today,
'
NNIN For awit

LARGE 2-br, 2-bath
$28500 7534012
NICE 2811 No pets
7534986

2 822 sq ft office of
retail 1306 N 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480

Check us out
on the Web!
WASHER and dryer
both
$150
for
(2701706-0841

MATTRESS sets on
sale
Callaway
Furniture 753-1502
ROUND wooden pane
able with lour beim
chairs $15000 One
over-sized chair &
matching
moron
black & taupe print
$5000 Noon dress
clothes, pant suits. 2
poor sults. dresses &
formal dresses. sire
11610. perfect condo tkin Cal after 600
pm 753-2753

tree

lake!
drums
GUITARS.
amps sticks pede
collectors
effects.
Peddler's
records
Md. Booth 124

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre. $10,500 753(101

I

g

essPar MO

Per Ilia

FIREWOOD
namovai
(270)527-8368

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroorn Apes
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply id likw-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Or
Monday.
Wednesday Fndsy
Phone 759-4964
Equal Housing
Opponuney
TOO e1-800-6484056
RED OAKS APIS.
alma'
$100 Deposit
11364 From $203
2911 From $325
Call %dire
7f01411/21.
SMALL 1BR no pets
wear paid. 753-59110
VERY nicer IBR
Ci13/14/4 All appliances. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit No
pets 753.2905

maw Far lee

SINGLE AND 000Bring
SLIWIDES
your deed That's al
you need New Used
and Repo s Cal liodey
a 7)14424447.
3E1R mobile home arid
lot. $12.750 7534012
83' River Oaks 14x72
mei* remodeled.
2-bath
241•11111111n.
Amlfai 04.000 000
Cal mere details
(271,111114043
IS 14%70 Clayton MA
264. move. dishirrasher. microwave Must
move 492-8192
3 bedroom. 2 bath
home near Camden &
Unlucky Lake" Only
339.999m
731-5844429
F1THERMAN S
h 2 bedroom 1
Spade
,
NM logo Only
bon
$27.996 CM novel'
731-5844430
3 bedroom. 2 bah doubiseede dose to new
VIal-Mart in Camden',
731-584-9109
PRE-OWNED mobile
homes Excellent condition 16 and newer
models We delver and
sef up 270-480-2525

BA 1 year old no
pets $300
deposit(206)361-4763
(334)4194066
1 OR 2tx apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200drno
753-41919
1. 2, 3 apse 753.1252
0, 753-0806
12.1 3BR opts availabO Neese call
7534221
•11114 1 bah washer &
dryer. $336
•2011. 1 Bath apt. to.
applances. ad,$425
•11I11, I bath. with
aka*. ad. $350
753-7569
IBA 1 bath W&D
refrigerator stove &
dishwasher
$350
Deposit required 7598790 2934315
IBA, 411-1/2 S 8th St
$250/mo.sec
174-2520

I BR, all appliances
Oaks Apes starting at
$275 Coleman RE
759-4118
i8R-48R apartments
Ask out move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2011 2 bath duplex
Garage CAVA, large
rooms Coleman RE
753-9698
2BR. 1 bath duplex
$425rino • depose, no
pets 436-5085
29F1 1 bath. stove.
Midge Peggy Ant
270-753.0259
2811. central gee heat
weal ate. $275 and
up. wane with new carpet Coleman RE
759-4118
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
18th St . now accepting
applications for IN
apt. basic rent $34.5)
2
BR
month
Townhouse. basic rent
$37500 Call 7531970 Leave hamar
FURNISHED
apartbedroom.
mem . 1
kitchen Wing MOT
combination.
large
bath 767-9562 We
welcome students
LIKE new 1 year old I
bedroom. al appliances Woolen, Dare
Cab 270436431d
Ude Oak Apes.
Newly Remodeled
1811 $29000
2011 $34000
3011 142500
$100 deposit specter
tor quelled applicants
Oleos hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Cal today for appointment
71541221
VERY rice 21111 with
washer and dryer and
dishwasher
Wel
neighborhood. no pelt.
$475 pko deposit 7530919 293-1869

2811 1 BA C'HA nee
MSU recently remodeked no pets deposit
required
270-227-2704
2811 tBA Mei carport
415
10th
South
$395emo 436-4602 or
293-3710
3811. 2 bah, appliances. wept & work
shot) 121 South 270753-0259
UPI. 2 full baths in
Mien Living room.
Wien. utility room. 2T
OMs ground pool
MOO a month plus
*woo (502)710-1225

A&F Warehousing
Neer PASU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units availaNe
753-2905 or 753-7536
PROMO
MINISTORACIE
onside dense control
storage
•Securly Marred
•Sele dew
•We sell boxes,
We rent U-Hauls
753-9000
Pagtrwibill

TWO cats Wes to good
homes Spayed and
UTD on
neutered
shoes George Deimos
(50213794592

quality Angus
Bartow. and SellWab
Weeding age
Wing TumeNy,"Mich
21 (IPM at lAurray
Expo Center For catalog or ontonnelion. cal
270-556-4259
ALFALFA excellent
•
$IL Wisest been
der xtra. 7)14115-3444
REGISTERED South
African Boer DIY Goat
Cal 753-559$ dter

NEL..
275 acres Owns
available
financing
(2701480-2116 leave
message
Haley Prolessionid
Amatory
'lot wrist Is outer
(270)750-4218
TWO story brick apart
ment building with 5
hvo-BR units Excellent
income -producer
270-7531125 000
4109. 270-227.1545
I

1111...4
KENTUCKY'S Largest
Lakes'
LAST
CHANCE'
Dockable waterfront
from $79.900 Final
premier
phase
in
waterfront community
Incredible
views'
Pnvacyl Ideal iocation,
Cal owner
(270)924-4328

FOR sale lots 75. 78,
77. and 78 in Lind Sot
Crappie Hollow See
Plat Book 4. pg 35
$4.000 Call
608477-2011
MILIPar bis
RANCH Style House &
105 acres. 1 nolo horn
SW school. 3 bedrooms. 2 lull bank
301140 NNW shop. 4
stal horse brim 22440
equipment
shed
1224.900 Shown by
e0Pointment 753-9212
753-3992

ft
1700-.
sq
retsindhce space for
bees High balk loco
bon lust north or
liVallblart on Hwv 641
New wear Available
now
Reasonable
Moot
rase Contact Jett
Sparks at 7534987 or
12 wooded acres
750,4974
says
sell
Owner
707 South 12th Street
130 000 Call tor tour
South Center 1.200 Red
Moll
Realty
sq ft. 710 sq ft
(270 4-4112
753-1252. 753-0606
COMMERCIAL
POOPORTY
Fes Me or rent: 500 N
3-13A. recent updates
IL
odic area
great boom
Famed/
Dem* 753-0586
& SOWN,
759491)1
3811 2 bah. oversized
COMMERCIAL or retell 2 car garage screened
750 up to 3.000 sq It
in back porch, 1-2,3
reshooms, acre. South Marshal
C/G/H.
plenty of perking. ann.
BOOM
oricellent 10011110e1 neer (2701527-3035
SAW bulldng 404 14
5011, 38.A. brook. 3 ow
IM St complex
gime. in Crossfield
7,44772
Sollailkaillan.
112
131411111818110t. Move-in
°
gab bipplbe
reell.011088.000
43111111111 elar
Boston Tarns pralpiek
6 weeks old Maitib BY
sr.
1700
1801. papers 100000 CON. Pam Rd.,
Mon-Mum Murray. ISM 3SA.
Cali
II 00a m
m
arca 1213110n. great
Weekends anytime
room OWNS lot. seal(270)750-4778
ant 111111111an. of
schwa 270-293-45n,
DOG Obsdenoe
Web,Twiner
SMALL 2 bedroom
4315-20511
bath on 34 acre lot
TO good home 3 with 24x38 shop on
Line
Rd
Pow* PP Must No. Stale
al he. Cage and Crosland was. Tenn
adoseolles included
side 130.000
Mahe altar 7534166
41124380

•

11.*%rif**Rav

•

•""'',44e

Provided
*Carpet & Ceramic Tile

PRICES
:
.

*Patio/Deck

Call Joy for details...
270-762-1944
WV WM-648-6056
Some restnctions apply

2005 Kawasaki 750
Brute Force Extended
warranty until 2009
HIAF pipe $6500
Excellent shape 526
noes 270-293-5666
2003 Honda Shadows
10.000 mess, loaded,
excellent
condibon
must eel 113.960
750-3699 Mar 5:00PM

M

UM liellses

98 Nissan Pathfinder
LE 331. V6 En 2wheel any* 4 door
leather ifleOSIOs. Boise
system sunroof. luggage rack poorer snob
& %%widows. new ems
Pnced at wholesale
270-753-9011 dew
270-293-9011 nights or
weekends
WM Cos
2000 Ford Taurus
81.000mi. Werner, all
power 753-7722
1995 Maxims. P/W
Art.
6x9
pioneer
speakers sunroof CD
player sharp car 7533705
Oldsmobile
1989
Custom
Cutlass
station
Cruiser
000
wagon 5600
Runs good 759-1236
We
eametar van $700
(270)705-0w

taw Fisher Fl? blue
Mlle 03 HP Faros
GIMP logs bowels
candlion Dado finder.
lolle
523lor $6.000
0110

Lawn
Mowing
mukdi. other services
also 2274658
436-5141 A-AFFOADMILE Healing Clean
out garages. gutters
punk I tree work
10041111e ROCW
REPAIRS. New
Roots. all types 29
Years eepenence Cal
Carters
A-1 Gully, cleaning.
hauling, punk deen up
cleaning out sheds etc
438-2867
A- I
Joe's
Mower
Repair Tune up spa
Free
coals
pokupidelhory
436-2067
A-1 Lamb's
Prolessionel
Service Complete
removal trwriming, sec
Also Tractor
work Landscaping
436-2967
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling additions
porches, decks, sun
rooms. vinyl siding
mobile home repair
Nei% Soars. tomes
& wider clomps Larry
fernmo (270)7534372
or (270)753-0363
ANDRUS Enoseang
•CeillIell ample
Miaidelan
•CLatom dozer
backhoe service
*Ponds
•Oriveiveys
*Insured
753-9603 978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
12701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
APPE.1%
REP411 & PkitTS

r•I) It. HI(401'
11111111t
rvids
22‘)41m txrvius*
12791 224-9.11111
97 GMC 1500 axe
(2701 4824191
mit -cab step ode
136.000 miss $4700
1999 Ford F350 in
AREA LAWN COIF
Sorbed $2 000
CenaweleVarderead
293-8705
Oitseiselam*
•Lset lawssel
*WM Chevy inn cat
•Ggior Owen
/71 4W0 Emotiori!
1114..1.10
1..••••
condltion in and our
N3-1562
AIM"$6.500
7564130

AUTRY
ROOFING

•••••
▪

$111

....•••

C.

at

•

▪ .........
•...........

••

IWO Midas
•I%mom 11'I 14* Mossear
• 140Sep ele•Psoia Lowe
• limeski Camp Sa• Tee
• Reba Crosier
• Saes Rime Fan

BAC KHOE &
TRUCKING
NOV HILL
Septic syseem growl
otos rock
436-2113
Dew walk & Weal
Wee

BIM Excavating

C & C Renovation and
ReasedelIng.
We care about your
hot?* Horne repairs
of
additions decks
wig
floor covering
landscagervo acing
-FREE ESTIMATES"
Cal (2713)753-1499 or
17311247-5464
et A
CIONCION
"Ilmom011miem eseilleftemmoi dellee riemMee
ePothmo 41ilo
illoommomeaftwomi
18111MOIV
•Mooed
Yana/

aswereass
flatter-MN

44ew

camita contrail
753-385

3

VP

C4111111111 ALB
'WM RR WARS'

o
EDGER&TIMES
III blood Os.• %Serra,
41111iT beirs: ":39 a.ti46pa
%hada.-I ream

Green Awes
Land Cosa
same and We
aldneilg
•Guller deenog
We swam
sOvellb sena a
ellortable prices
2274658
04100110111NANOr
MAN
SERVICE
Meng whet Is big
wee van)
•lawn Wort Mowing
pea
•Sinal Carpenter JObt
Pluintong Jobs
Hintall Bianca Jobs
2704014637 Cid
270-431-5663 Mono

'JP
:Ole Ward Farms
Lawn Services
•AffOrdable pricings

492-8192
LAm
LAWN staVO I
Leal rersktrisse &
ellinerrei, *nib
& tree trimoing
fldacS

AMOY WILIAM
PRINTING
-For al wisedsreol arid
weld commercia
DainWig needs
*MON 11 Er,.
4Ctilem sib%
Lower doss / ellytters
'No po0 leo WINO
•Free eildulee
7S34101/
t,(
\

gooriollood

Call 753-11111
or 7,1"461 I
LINE'S Carpet
Cleaning
-was 1971•Carpos •Upnoissen
*Emergency Warr
Removal Kkack
Coll%
F [samara
Derr
'534I/17

!

MEM Of MUMMY

r cesoness
&

Guest,IZZ
Mad
Omer:
Greg Allesselleid

on tie
Home boa RV repot
Pk" mac Wood tuns
sue raw Vinyl sides;
Plablimment %undoes
(270)616-3605
WE SERVICE

.Mssap.
Sas A itaidkisa

753-7723
•

A

CARE
isi"mit. hush trim
mutg. gutter droning
& other %er% sce•

WARD ELKINS
0,44011CAMNIG
72114
14
:
11=11"
-10•6110449
alied
411•111mo envoy Ilmoilme
mOuweee toememmisem
Amemellom
MUIR 1111111M111116
ismommill•Immutio

2274575
MU HANDYMAN
We do as the oCIC '
you don't have:
for
2934438
DRYWALL linr,
Jerry Perlin*
706-8567 or 7011•11156:.

I /s
1..,
\(H "

`11fi%

PEERY
LAWN CARE
*FULLY INSURED
.FREE ESTIMATES

C MOI$T IllaCE
U 4ELielltE
•RATES As Low AS
SISAND
soi4sai 11004111111

753-2172
293-1761
Nato now

111
(Mt %lei Witt• NM
tx 51111'

re

kir JON • claim

VANO 't•DOKS
Prune mow & trim
Odd oohs
a70i227 7148 144e

ramp.
salleiblg MIN dean
IMAO-TI1011 Ful Lawn
aagthing Odd robs
-Ines • Landscape needs
Pleaponabie
Insured 270-0/0-681'
(2701474-204t'

David's Cleaning
Services
14g. Veciallsze on(

•Ail Sae klallIV
Available

2

MO

753 7646
227-3032

NEON-ligalr
INISTORAG

NO

'meow di ewes ir•

ELECTRICIAN
New Conet /Remodel
or Would, Lc and ins
en 30 yrs eta Call
710-7•01

Coachmen
2004
Camper
33
tow
Wool, slide out. newt
used Co yk.i_ntrti

31-70
soros'

•
•
• e I L.

1311

litie lb deem
,
2 home in
PERFECT 3
good county neighborhood Landscaped and
decorated to delight
ApPliances
Mates
Mapes and yard equffimite included Moue ii
and
espy
Pre
$95 000
appraised
For sale by owner.
270-227-5609
WWW KYLAKEFSBO COM
See area home‘ for
sate by owner or as
your property
767-0691 for onto

30 womb •s•
or Ism' days

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimnong
Mang gendne.
IsameIL Moded
11111111111110.

k

•\ ••werits4I Nadia atoll*
Hind •AN Canal Classes
•Acid Cason 4,1•1016
•Wr ir as Wan •Parktes I is a
Da•id Ilankis
I2711) 5r-71711 Or 1276i 29348”.
•

ENTERTAINMENT

12, ANI1

•2M1111/111136u

Ar.Citkit 1 4-11. 14 ‘44 RR‘N 1101J1C11113C,C.11111311AC1JM.II- GALAXY

V MON

111110411 4 4
Moos X
IPRIP4111 1 II
WIIVIMC 6 1 6 6 1111 IR
7
MIK Y 7
011114111 1 11
Weft I 11 2 3"ale
111111141111 14 17 11 30 Pal
MOGI a
11 31 0

Omolillp lbw
hoed X
*bp On Meisel Illed esPawl
Paw
el Ilbow
AMIN*WM"Mom* Ow
_Talip(In bins) UNION PewsI 11•08 4414140
ITIss disk
)01111 , iiiloi PM
e Torsi X
lb Tows- Wiewasoplor
lewd*
No
Comb
kW
hops*

Lb Noss Ow

IMMO*Ihms

Pea Mow broloy b TsuiI
}ben SW
111Call WsINN*Emig

1.41.-

ediell Wow
pa MI

OW

Os*IPso,.Iasi
11.
bpalielokPi* iOdassolins
011111041Q21 11 I 11 llesms IMP*MewsendI Mel 011sol
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at state this month (Four Olher teams phcaos were pubODYSSEY OF THE MIND: Pictured are three additional teams from Murray Middle and Elementary schools which will compete
Alexandra Page. Kanaley Sparks. Jordan Rowland
(bottom)
Todd.
Rachael
Clark.
Potts
Danielle
Hannah
from
row,
(top
left)
are
They
place.
first
won
lished Friday) At left Ancient Egypt
are (front row,from left)Chaney Curd. Emily
Pictured
and Etta Danielson Coached by Debi Danielson and Jennifer Gentry The c,2nter photo is of Ancient Egypt, which won second place
right . problem 2 The Tech Transfer won
At
Menage)
Jordan
and
Romaine
Brewer, Victona Holmes back) Mitchell Handegen and Will Adams (Not pictured are ME S students Rerni
Ferrerya and Carol Chapman
Andre
by
Coached
Ray
Montana
and
Roes
Preston
Finkley
Hayes
Ferrefys.
second place They are tfrom left) John Koelch. Trent Lyons. Nico

MES, MMS Odyssey of the Mind teams advance to state
%ides creati•e problem-solY mg omit
tunnies lor students from kindergarten
through college. WJ% held at Marral.

The Vie.tern Regional Tournament
of the Mind. an intema
tor I
tional cdti. ational progrjai that pro

lacesellne Blear

Horoscope
**a** Knowing what you
want and getting it might not

they are right but you might
not be so sure Controversy
could toss your day into chaos
and quite quickly at that Your
mind and imagination add to
the power ol your solution-finding abilities Tonight Go along

RIK I IIIDAV for
1111'1
NIonda•. larch Li. 2.116:
happen today You well find that
‘OUIll on es that no
V. hat
your ability to manifest gets
situation will he predictable
by someone you can
thwarted
that
tun
Enos the humor and
count on Your cregenerally
surround •0t1 inste.td of try mg to
ativity emerges and you come
•ontrol people and cent'. 'tour
up with ideas Tonight Find with anothers desires
ahiliq to detach is highlighted
PISCES (Feb. 11140arcti 20)
your friends
Noy II find solutions hecause
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. •** Your unpredictability
are Mere an, difterent 21)
Who
could be the source of your
wa. 01 looting at .1 situation. *** Keep your mind on your problems Understand what
are likel• to present work rather than on how things you cannot control and possiand
mans it them It •Icv are single
should be Recognize that you bly the chaos that surrounds
might have to lump over your your footsteps You aren't the
malls pc-ople and options stir
round •iiti it son &NA& 10 %JR. share of hurdles Know that victim You are partially responsible for what is happening
you can do what is necessary
111 that direction Choose care
to hit a home run Tonight Fend Tonight Say yes
someone quite &lief
ent It 5 no are attached. s nu the action
BORN TODAY
could flied a 101 10 disagree CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
Actor William H Macy (1950)
19)
about, it !.iiu so choose Do
*•** Your ability to detach musician Ned Sedaka (1939)
reads
VIRGO
really want that'
(1911)
will determine lust how effec- author L Ron Hubbard
•••
ShyCOM
tive you are and how good you
will feel With information and Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Stan Show the kind of insight, you will grow and gain
at
Internet
tia4r: s 0)itainic. Review a situation with an eye http://www tacguelinebigar.c
1)1
4-Itiisitoi.• • %%crap:. 2-Sir-so. to greater success. Tonight
om
(c) 2006 by King Features
I Dittitult
Allow your mind to wander.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 19) Syndicate Inc
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
tat Others certainly are sure
a**
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ad'.ane In state •ompent n in the
weekend ol March 2;
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to tinishing the big question.( al% eft said Hui 11 is the lira to

(*ahem new this year to the
faculty sass that the big question. like all tog questions, is

and
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are interested when a computer
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753-4703

s.ould es ti) understand the state

it or

is time to get back into
the swing of things this
Monday You could be frustrated by others and how they
not

School participated along with other
schools throughout the Western
region. All icaniN loan the miiklk•

State 11ftivermty Saturdio
Students from Murray Middle
Elementary
and Murra

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:

Spoing 'Socak

John Deere. Husqvarna. Scag. Snapper. Ferris
Good thru March 15, 2006

your

words with care -- all right' You

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***• Visualize more of what
you want from those around
you You might not be able to
see the results immediately
but you can guide conversations and situations Others
create uproar You need to dip
into your ingenuity Tonight Act
as if there is no tomorrow

GEMINI(Nay 21-June 20)
*** No matter, which way you
turn you cannot win for losing
You might not know what to do
with your frustration Think
-summer" think "bathing suds'
Go for the healthy choice -exercise You don I need to loin
the gym either walking well
work' Tonight Anchor in

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Others lust might not be
able to identify vetti what you
say or your perspective Today
the best you can do is take
action with an eye to what you
want For sure you cannot
please all of the people all of
the time Tonight Make your

life work
1.190(My 23-Aug. 22)
*** Use discretion in what
you choose to do Clearly others want you to carry the
weight or responsibility of a situation. Ultimately. you need to
take care of yourself first You
need to set knits Tonight Fond
your friends
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You have what it takes
Listen to suggestions but be
willing to flex Whatever you
decide to do whatever (Mason you make expect a challenge Others are unpredictable Don t try to make
sense of what is happening
Tonight Smile away
LIMA(Sept. 23-Oct. n)
*** listen carefully to news
way.
your
heads
that
investigate and see whet
options you have The unmetpected pops up out of the blue.
Realize your limits and don't
make a grandstand play Rigid
now it will only backfire
Tonight Ouset time
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21)

Service
Department
Special!!

PUSH MOWERS

cause yourself
any problems Tonight Make it
early

dont need to

Clean Air

All For Only

Fitter

Check Firing
Check & Adiust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease A Lube where needed

$4995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adiust Carburel
Check Betts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil Grease & Lub
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure

$8995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

Check Alf Fitter

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oct & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Au Pressure
Clean Air Fitter

Sharpen Blade
Check Betts 8. Pulleys
Check & Adiust Carburetor
Check Finno

All For Only

$10995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

Change Oil & Foi,

-ooci thru 3-31U0

•

We would like to congratulate
our employees for winning the
Ford Motor Company
President's Award for the 17th year!
One of only 3 in the nation to earn
this award for 17 years!

$14996
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

See Our Award Winning Parts. Service & Body Shop
For All Your Vehicle Needs!

•

Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adpust Carburetor
Check Finng

: ALL SERVICES OVER $100:

We would also like to congratulate
for winning medallion elite•
Mike Barnett, Body Shop Managgr - Gold Medallion
Jennifer Outland, Service Manager - Silver Medallion
Jim Morris, Parts Manager - Silver Medallion
Lori Williams. Service Advisor - Silver Medallion
Jim Gillson, Service Advisor - Silver Medallion

ZERO TURN
Grease I Lie
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter

10% OFF

All For Only

All For Only

C

aniAdditionol Parts A Labor At Additional Costa.)

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
www.murrayhomeandauto.com
753

Hours Mon.-Fri. 7 30-5.00
Sat 7:30-1:00

Chestnut St
Murray

Parker Ford I
Lincoln-Mercury

LINCOLN 1
MERCURY

701

Main St.• Murray •(2701

753-5273 • vilivw.parkerford.com

